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Serving Murray and Calloway County since 1879

SPORTS:
Eastern Illinois
avenged two painful past losses to
the Murray State
Racers in a 48-9
victory Saturday.
Page 8

Class of'42 unveils
war dead memorial

MONDAY
September 21
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"Eternal gratitude" to 30 who
attended Murray schools "who
can never come home again" was
the solemn sentiment of the Murray High School class of 1942 at
the dedication Saturday of a
memorial inscribed with their
names.
They are the dead from four
wars — World War I, World War
II, Korea and Vietnam — honored by the six-ton granite monument that stands on the front
lawn of Murray Middle School,
which housed the high school'
until the late 1960s.
Serving as the spokesman for
the 1942 class, which adopted the
war memorial project and
planned the brief ceremony in
conjunction with its 50-year reunion, was Jean Crawford of
Mayfield.
He specifically paid tribute to
Air Corps Lt. Herman Eddie
Roberts Jr., a member of the
1942 class who was the navigator
on a B-24 that went down on a
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bombing run over Germany on
Nov. 26, 1944.
A large photograph of the boyishly smiling Roberts in uniform
was displayed on an easel near
the monument during the 10-minute ceremony. He was 19 when
he died.
Crawford, who served as chairman of the war memorial committee of the class, told a gathering of more than 200 people that
some 1,300,000 Americans have
died since 1775 in 61 military
actions.
American deaths, he said,
include 117,000 in World War I,
408,000 in World War 11, 54,000
in Korea and 58,000 in Vietnam.
Crawford pointed out that the
Thomas Wolfe book titled "You
Can't Go Home Again" was written two years before his class
graduated.
"The class of 1942 is here to
say that Thomas Wolfe was
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DEADLINE:
OCTOBER 5 Mayfield seeks to
WORLD
NEW YORK — President
Bush has found time during
his run for re-election to lend
his support to a campaign to
improve the United Nations'
peacekeeping efforts in the
post-Cold War era. Page 3

STATE
POSSUM TROT — Charges
will be filed sometime next
week against a suspect in the
death of a Paducah teen-ager
missing since June 2, according to the Kentucky State
Police. Page 3

SPORTS
Laker quarterback Tyler
Bohannon proved he was
ready for his debut Saturday
night as the Lakers picked up
their first win against Lone
Oak. Page 8

FORECAST
Tonight: Showers and thunderstorms. Low in the lower 60s.
Southwest wind around 10
mph. Chance of rain: 80 percent. Tuesday: Mostly cloudy
with a 40 percent chance of
morning showers. Breezy in
the afternoon. High in the mid
70s.

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
356.1, 0.0; below 303.1, +0.2
BARKLEY LAKE
356.2, 0.0; below 305.8,_0.0
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TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916••••
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Tunes by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30-6
p.m. Monday-Friday or 3:30-4
p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
Regular oMce hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday; 8
a.m.-noon Saturday.

(Cont'd on page 2)

honor fighter ace
By DENNIS HILL
TM Paducah Sun
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) —
When John Boyd started asking
around town if anybody knew
who Herschel "Herky" Green
was, he was surprised to find that
very few people — especially
those born after World War II —
had ever heard of him.
"I was amazed," Boyd said.
"Here was one of World War
Il's truly great heroes, and he
was born and raised right here in
Mayfield, and very few people

had ever heard of him."
Boyd, a Mayfield native who
himself spent years in a Japanese
prisoner of war camp after his
B-17 was shot down over Burma,
went to work to try to gain his
old schoolmate the recognition he
deserved for being one of Ameri_ea's top fighter aces in the European Theater.
So, Boyd enlisted the aid of
former Mayor Virgil Gilliam, a
former U.S. Marine who landed
on Iwo Jima, as well as state Sen.
(Cont'd on page 2)

CYRUS ATZALI/Ledger & Times photo

Jessie and granddaughter Jessica Young were among the families, classmates and community members in attendance at Saturday's dedication ceremonies for a monument honoring the dead from four
wars who attended Murray schools.

French narrowly approve treaty on closer European unity
leaders worried about how to carry out the accord.
Prime Minister John Major,
who on Sunday announced plans
for an emergency summit of
European Community leaders
next month, said the meeting will
take a "profound look" at where

By TERRIL JONES
Associsted Press Writer
PARIS — European politicians
were relieved today because
French voters approved a treaty
on closer European unity, but the
narrow margin of victory left

Europe is going.
The Maastricht treaty aims to
unite the EC with common political and economic policies and a
common currency by the end of
the century. It would transform
western Europe into a superpower of 338 million people with an

economy rivaling the United
States and Japan.
The treaty was already thrown
in to doubt when Danish voters
rejected it in June, but a no vote
in France, a chief architecht of
European unity, would have likely killed it.

The ratification by French voters Sunday appeared to calm
financial markets somewhat
today after last week's currency
chaos. Stocks rose in Britain but
fell in Germany. The French
p.9 It

(Cont'd on page 3)

Belgian balloonists 'drop in' to win first trans-Atlantic race
By JEROME SOCOLOVSKY
Associated Press Writer
ROTTERDAM, Netherlands — A Belgian team won the
first trans-Atlantic balloon race before dawn today, then
dropped into a Spanish village after nearly five days aloft
and a journey of more than 2,580 miles.
Belgians Wim Verstraeten and Bertrand Piccard prevailed over a field of five identical nine-story balloons that left
Bangor, Maine, on Wednesday.
Ice and rain forced a German team to ditch in mid-ocean
on Saturday and violent rainstorms forced a Dutch team to
ditch off the coast of Britain today.

Birthday girl

Miss America:
Values, polities
shouldn't mix
ATLANTIC CITY, NJ. (AP)
— The new Miss America says
abortion and talk of "family values" have no place in the political debate.
"I think the Republican party
needs to choose Something else,
something that can include everyone," Leanza Cornett said Sunday, the morning after becoming
the 66th Miss America and the
first Miss Florida to win the tide.
The 21-year-old from Jacksonville, Fla., a registered Republican, said. the GOP emphasis on
"family values" could divide the
country. And she said abortion is
"not something that should be
(Cont'll en page 2)

The Dutchmen, Gerhard Hoogeslag and Evert Louwman,
were rescued by a Royal Navy helicopter after going down
about 60 miles southwest of the Cornish coast. A squall
line had pulled them away from France and back out toward open sea.
The British team was also in difficulty several hours
after the race was won. Britons Don Cameron and Rob
Bayly had to use an emergency battery after reporting a
generator failure.
They were minimizing communication with the center,
although they appeared to be no imminent danger, officials
said.
The British were about 100 miles out to sea and shoot-

'Baby Boa' of the King Royal Bros. Circus is inviting the children
of the community to its birthday party on Tuesday, Sept. 29 at the
new city park, with tours starting at 9:30 am.,The birthday party
at moon, and more circus fun throughout the day and evening.

ing for landfall over the Portuguese coast.
Americans Richard Abruzzo and Troy Bradley, meanwhile, were roughly 350 miles west of Gibraltar after drifting too far south. They, however, were traveling in good
weather.
"It's pouring here like nothing you've ever seen before.
The balloon is heavy as lead," the Dutch team said in an
urgent telex to the Rotterdam Airport tracking center several hours before ditching.
"They're cold, in shock, and being taken to a hospital,
but otherwise they're okay," said race director Alan
Noble.
Landfall for the Belgian team was achieved at 3:30 a.m.

Officers kill man who attacked with hammer
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Two Hopkinsville police officers
will be placed on administrative leave after one of them fatally shot
a Hopkinsville man who walked away from Western State Hospital,
state police said.
Phillip Wayne Quarles, 45, was pronounced dead at his home at
about 9 a.m. CDT Sunday, Trooper Bryan Pitney said.
Pitney said the preliminary_ investigation showed that Quarles,
who died of a single gunshot wound to the Chest, attacked OffiCers
Rich Liebe and Scott Mayes with a claw hammer when they
attempted to arrest him.
Authorities would not disclose which officer fired the shot. After
the state police investigation is complete, Pitney said, information
will be turned over the the coroner for an inquest and to the Christian County grand jury for any necessary action.
Quarles had been served with an involuntary hospitalization warrant on Friday and was taken to Western State, where he was
required to stay until today, Pitney said.
Shortly before 9 a.m. Sunday. Hopkinsville police received a call
from Western State saying Quarles had walked away and returned
home,Pitney said. Liette and Mayes arrived at Quarles' home a few
minutes later and tried to arrest him, Pitney said.
State police were investigating at the request of Hopkinsville
Police Chief J.D. Lingenfclter. Liebe and *yea will be onleave
until the investigation is complete, which is normal department procedure, Pitney said.
Uebe, 37, is a 12-year veteran of the department. Mayes, 26, has
been with the department six months, Pitney said. Both are from
Hopkinsville.
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Ford leads Williams 3 to 1, says.poll
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Democratic incumbent Wendell
Ford leads Republican challenger
David Wiltiams more than 3 to 1
in their race for the U.S. Senate,
according to a new poll.
Ford, an ex-governor now in
his 18th year in the Senate, led
Williams, a state senator from
Burkesville, 65 percent to 20 percent in the Bluegrass State Poll.
The poll, published today in The
Courier-Journal, surveyed 584
likely voters Sept. 9-15. The margin of error is plus or minus 4
percentage points.
Ford'vacampaign manager,
Mike Troop, predicted that Ford's
advantage would increase "as the
campaign- is joined," but said,
"No matter what the numbers
say, we're going to run the race
we planned on running."
Williams is best known in the
Bluegrass, the Louisville area and

his native south-central Kentuck- would not vote in the race on
y. but even iR his home region Nov. 3.
Even among Republicans, Wilonly a third of the voters polled
say they've read or heard any- liams and Ford were statistically
even. Among registered Demothing about him.
That is about to change, said crats, who outnumber RepubliWilliams' campaign manager, cans by 2'/. to 1, Ford led
Kevin Brannon. "We are about overwhelmingly.
Ford did best in Jefferson
to present our case against Sen.
Ford," Brannon said. "Two- County; Williams' best area was
thirds of his own supporters are the Bluegrass, the region where
already looking for a reason to he has received the greatest share
of his limited media exposure this
vote against him."
Brannon was referring to the year. But even there, he trailed
poll's finding that only a third of by 2 to 1.
Three-fourths of those
Ford's supporters said they
backed him strongly. However, surveyed said they hadn't read or
just a fourth of Williams' backers heard anything about Williams,
while three-fourths said they did
said their support was strong.
The poll's results include those know something about Ford.
That was the case even among
who said they were undecided
Republicans,
and among people
candidate.
a
toward
leaning
but
Twelve percent said they were who are most likely to vote and
undecided, and 3 percent said are usually better informed about
they favored neither candidate or politics.

Among the 22 percent who
said they hail heard of Williams.
almost as many had an unfavorable opinion of him as had a
favorable view — largely
because of negative opinions of
him in the Louisville area.
Ford was viewed favorably by
more than 3 to I.
Ford had almost SI million in
his campaign fund this summer
and began TV commercials the
day the poll ended. He plans to
increase his advertising as the
election approaches. Williams,
who had only $35,000 at midyear, is not expected to have any
TV advertising until next month.
Williams, a 39-year-old
lawyer, has targeted younger voters in his campaign against Ford,
who turned 68 this month.
Likely voters under 35 arc
more undecided about the race
than others.

Finance officials press for higher U.S. interest rates
WASHINGTON (AP) -- World financial
leaders today pressed the United States to
raise its, interest rates to help quell turbulence
on currency markets rocked by a week of
uncertainty over European unity.
Leaders gathbring for the annual meeting of
the 170-nation International Monetary Fund
and World Bank were breathing easier after
the French narrowly approved a European
unity treaty Sunday. And currency markets
were calm today in Europe in Asia.
However, the IMF's policy-making Interim
Committee said more was needed to bring

long-term stability. In a communique, it said
"key countries need to cooperate closely in ...
facilitating a narrowing of interest-rate
.
differentials."
The United States and Great. Britain have
been _pressing_ Germany to cut- its interest
rates, but Spanish economics minister Carlos
Solchaga, the chairman of the Interim Committee, said U.S. rates should rise, too.
"What is clear ... is part of the problem ...
comes from the fact that interest rates in Germany are too high and interest rates in the

Class of'42 unveils...
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wrong," he said. "The class of
1942 knows that Murray is our
town. The class of 1942 knows
that Murray is a special place in
the Kentucky sun...
'This memorial we dedicate
today to honor our classmate,
Eddie Roberts, and the 29 other
Murray schools' students from
other classes who died for America's cause.
"To these 30 students, who can
never come home again, we bring
the only gift we have — our eternal gratitude. We hereby dedicate
this memorial to them with the
hope that their names and actions
will never be forgotten."
Garvin Smith, a 1942 class
member who is now a minister in
Nashville, led the group gathered
in the shade under the trees in a
recitation of the 23rd Psalm.

UPS
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r)41 N.
Oibmpec Plata
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Need Auto Insurance?
Check with us first.

Ross Insurance
Agency
753-0489

6th & Main

United States are too low," said Solchaga,
whose own currency was battered during last
week's market crisis. "I hope and think ...
that in the future this interest rate differential'
will be reduced."
The U.S. Federal Reserve has been cutting
rates for three years in an effort to foster a
sustained recovery from the recession. But the
U.S. economy remains nearly stagnant and
Bush administration officials, seeking to bolster the president's re-election chances, have
continued to press the central bank to consider further rate cuts.

SLOW DRAINS?

(Cont'd from page 1)
Jeff Green and banker Steve
Story to come up with a plan to
honor Green.
Green, born in Mayfield on
July 3, 1920, graduated from
Mayfield High School and Vanderbilt University. In September
1941, Green joined the U.S.
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enzymatic aran cleaner that removes years of soap and grease ouildup to end slow
drains. It is made of environmentally oiodegradable ingredients and is safe for all
plumbing ENFORCER, DRAIN CARE,is so effective that we offer a money backaMrablee Simply return unused Donlon to place of purchase Or to Enforc,er Products
Inc Annorica's #1 Soiling Environmontolly Bialogrodablo
Plumbing Manor available at theseparlicipati9g stores
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A 16-year-old Mayfield girl was killed in a two-car accident Sunday at 3:13
p.m. on Ky. 131, 6.1 miles north of Mayfield, when the car in which she was
riding struck a second vehicle head-on. According to Kentucky State Police
reports, a vehicle driven by Richard Lee, 16, Rt. 1 Boaz, was traveling south
on Ky. 131 and a second vehicle driven by Carlton Tucker, 17, Rt. 2 Hickory, was northbound. For unknown reasons, Lee's vehicle crossed the center line into the path of Tucker's car and struck it head-on. A passenger in
Lee's vehicle, Betty Jo Alford, 16, was pronounced dead at the scene. Lee
sustained a broken wrist and chest injuries and was admitted to Mayfield
Community Hospital. Tucker sustained head injuries and was admitted to
Mayfield Comminity Hospital before being transferred to Lourdes Hospital
in Paducah. No one in either vehicle was wearing a seat belt. Trooper
Roger Simons investigated the accident.

THREE INJURED IN FRIDAY ACCIDENT
Three people were injured in a one-car accident Friday at 5:45 p.m. on Ky.
299, 1.1 mile north of Stella. According to the accident report filed by Deputy Stan Scott of the Calloway County Sheriffs Department, Vickie D. Carr,
32, Rt. 1 Kirksey, was heading south on Ky. 299 in a 1975 Lincoln Marquis
when she swerved to miss some dogs and went down the edge of the road
for approximately 89 feet before coming back on the roadway and losing
control. The vehicle then skidded on its side for approximately 200 feet
before striking a ditch which caused the vehicle to flip and strike a utility
pole, breaking it in half. A portion of the pole went through the right door's
glass into the car, trapping two_passengers inside near live wires. Vickie
Carr received multiple injuries. Two passengers, John Carr, 9, Rt. 2 Box
282-A, received leg and feet injuries and Mickie Davis, same address,
received multiple injuries. All three were transported to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital by ambulance for treatment. All three were wearing seat
belts. Personnel from the Murray Fire worked for approximately one hour
and 15 minutes extricating the victims. They were assisted by the Calloway
County Fire and Rescue, ambulance personnel and employees of Key Auto
Parts wrecker service.

WOMAN REPORTS HARRASSING CALLS

Hope Hargrove, 306 N. Fourth St, reported to the Murray Police Department
recently that she and a roommate have been receiving harassing phone
calls over the past month.

CONVENIENCE MARTS REPORT DRIVE-OFFS

Propel Convenience Mart, 410 Sycamore St., reported to the Murray Police
Department Sept. 13 that a person in a wine-colored Oldsmobile hatchback
pumped $7 in gas and left without paying. In a separate incident, personnel
from Minit Mart Convenience Store, U.S. 641 North, reported Friday that a
white male in a black Chevrolet S-10 pickup pumped $3 in gas and left without paying.

LOCAL WOMAN REPORTS BURGLARY
Tamara King, 1609 Hamilton, reported a burglary to the Murray Police
Department Sept. 18. According to reports, a person or persons entered the
apartment and -took a cable television control box, a remote control and
other items. The theft occurred during the night while the occupants were
sleeping.

Two World War II combat veterans associated with the 1942 BUSINESS REPORTS THEFT FROM MACHINE
class uncovered the marker, Shoney's Inn reported a theft from its drink machine to the Murray Police
Department Friday. According to reports, an unknown amount of money was
which stands 10Y2 -feet tall from taken
from the machine.
_mound level, and placed two
black-and-gold floral arrangePOLICE CALLED TO DOMESTIC SITUATION
ments at its base.
Joe Pat Ward of Murray, a The Murray Police Department was called to 1609 Main St. Friday at 5:15
a.m. in reference to a domestic situation involving Paul Caldwell, his parents
member of the class, served with and
a brother. According to reports, Caldwell received a self-inflicted knife
the 75th Infantry Division in Eur- wound to his hand during the dispute.
ope, and Basil Smith, spouse of
class member Eva Carl Boggess
Smith, was a B-17 pilot with the WOMAN REPORTS THEFT OF BICYCLE
Kathy Farley, 1011 Olive St., reported to the Murray Police Department that
8th Air Force,
someone took a 10-speed bicycle from her residence sometime between
A Color Guard from the ROTC Sept. 16-18.
unit at Murray State University
presented the colors, and the disLOT
tant sound of "Taps" played by VEHICLE DAMAGED IN RESTAURANT
Chad Wyatt, Rt. 7 Box 662, reported to the Murray Police Department SunCalloway County High School day
that someone had poured paint stripper on his vehicle while it was
band director Fred Ashby con- parked at Shoney's Restaurant.
cluded the ceremony.
Family members of several of VEHICLE VANDALIZED DURING SERVICES
the men whose names are listed Frances Spillman, Rt. 7 Box 451, reported to the Murray Police Department
on the memorial attended the Sunday that her vehicle was vandalized while she was attending church services at the Glendale Road Church of Christ.
dedication.

Mayfield seeks to honor...

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

WAI:MART

MAYFIELD TEEN DIES IN SUNDAY WRECK

Army Air Force and became a
flying cadet.
From 1943 until 1945 Green
flew with the 15th Air Force,
325th Fighter Group, 317th
Squadron in North Africa and
Italy.
The 325th, with its distinctive
yellow and black "checkertails,"
was the 15th's most successful
group and feared most by the
German Luftwaffe.
Green was the 325th's top ace,
shooting down 18 German aircraft (with two more probable),
damaging five, and destroying 10
on the ground, while flying the
P-40, P-47 and P-51 fighters.
The June issue of "Air Classics" magazine contains an extensive feature subtitled "An examination of the World War ll corn-

bat history of Major Herschel H.
Green." The article is titled
"Top Ace of the Checkertail
Clan."
After the war, Maj. Green
became Col. Green and continued
his career with what became the
U.S. Air Force. In 1946, he married the former Jeanne Hopewell
of Paducah.
After a distinguished Air Force
career, Green retired in 1962 and
went to work for Hughes Aircraft, where he spent the next 20
years, retiring in 1982. The
Greens have two grown
daughters.
The Greens live in California,
but if the four-man committee in
Mayfield has its way, Green will
be brought back to his hometown
for Veterans Day on Nov. 11.

Boyd said a special tribute is
being planned for the WWII ace,
and the committee is trying to
raise money for it. He said Green
hasn't known about the plan, but
if the committee can raise enough
money, the tribute will be a permanent testament to Green's
courage and his contribution to
the Allied cause.
"He's a bona fide hero, and
it's a shame most people in his
hometown don't know who he is.
We'd like to change that."
• • • •
TO CONTRIBUTE: Donations
are being accepted by the Herschel H. Green Fund; Steve
Story, Treasurer; Liberty Bank
and Trust Co.; Mayfield, Ky.
42066.

Miss America...
tions. She succeeds Carolyn Sapp
of Honolulu as Miss America.
She said she plans to speak
about AIDS during her reign, and
she wore a red ribbon — a symbol of solidarity with AIDS sufferers — during the competition
and on Sunday.
Cornett said she would like to
form a troupe of theater students
whose performances would "give
AIDS kind of a hopeful

(Cont'd from page I)
political. It's a moral issue."
"I'm a Christian who is prochoice. Those two don't go handin-hand all the time," she said.
She said she isn't sure how she
will vote in November.
Cornett, a singer and actress
who sang during the talent portion of the pageant, is a sophomore at Rollins College in Winter
Park, Fla., studying communica-

message."
"If we can bring some lightness into it, it would be very
motivational and very educational," she said.
Besides a rhinestone tiara, valued at $1,000, Cornett won a
$35,000 scholarship and a ruby
red 1993 Chevrolet Corvette. She
also expects to make more than
$200,000 from speaking
engagements.

Wall-to-Wall Savings!
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'Sofas
'Love Seats

In Natural or White-Wash Finish
'Be sure to check us out for all your furniture, bedding and accessories
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(502) 7534588
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Jones rejects plans to study nuclear waste

Charges to be filed next week
against suspect
in death of teen
POSSUM TROT, Ky. (AP)
—Charges will be filed sometime next week against a suspect in the death of a Paducah
teen-ager missing since June 2.,
said Kentucky State Police
Sgt. John Johnson.
Johnson said the suspect,
whom he wouldn't identify, is
incarcerated on unrelated
charges so there is little
chance he will flee before he
charges are filed. He wouldn't
say where the suspect is jailed.
On Friday, state police identified a body found in a shallow grave near here as that of
Donald Ray Summers, 17.
The body was discovered at
11:50 a.m. CDT Wednesday
after police found a mound of
dirt in a heavily wooded area
off County Road 1393. When
police opened the grave, they
found the body wrapped in
plastic.

said Natural Resources Secretary
Phillip Shepherd.
Crittenden County wanted to
join a .handful of counties and
Indian tribes considering the federal government's offer to take a
monitored retrievable storage
facility to "temporarily" store
waste for at least 40 years.
The attraction of the facility
was hundreds of high-paying
jobs. Because most communities
don't want to consider storing
nuclear waste, the federal government also was offering improved

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Brereton Jones has rejected
plans to study storing nuclear
waste in the state.
Crittenden County Fiscal Court
had sought permission to apply
for a $200,000 federal grant to
study taking high-level uranium
waste from the nation's 110
nuclear plants.
A letter sent to JudgeExecutive John May "said the
governor is not in favor of any
grant to study the siting of that
kind of facility in Kentucky,"

French narrowly approve treaty...
(Coned from page 1)
•

campaign.
"France not only has assured
its future, reinforced its security
and consolidated peace, but it has
shown above all that it can

franc, Italian lira and German
mark were higher, but the British
pound fell sharply amid talk of
lower interest rates.
With all the votes counted
today in France and its overseas
territories, the treaty was
approved by a razor-thin majority
of 51.1 percent.
President Francois Mitterrand
risked his prestige, and many
believe his job, by backing the
treaty during a bruising

But fellow treaty supporter
Jacques Chirac, the mayor of Paris and a former premier whose
own conservative opposition party was deeply split on the treaty,
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mean smaller government
subsidies.
European leaders hailed
France's passage of the Maastricht treaty, named after the
Dutch city where it was signed
by EC leaders in December, but
were sobered by the closeness of
the vote. While carrying out the
accord, they will ultimately be
answerable to the voters at home.
Norman Lamont, Britain's
finance minister, said the French
result justified his country's cautious position on European unity.

"All is not resolved; we are far
from it," Chirac said. "We must
now prepare for the future. That
means we must by all means take
into account the worries expressed by the French people, of
whom nearly one out of two had
reasons for voting 'no'."

inspire Europe, which from now
on can measure up to the greatest
powers on earth," Mitterrand
said Sunday.

WALTER L. APPERSpN
Publishv
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warned of the skeptical millions.

While the "yes" vote was
high in urban areas, the referendum did not do well in rural
areas. Farmers are afraid that
closer ties with EC neighbors will
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nuclear power plants of a major
headache and could encourage
more nuclear power. That "bailout" might hurt Kentucky's coal
industry, he said.
The governor's action ends
months of debate that began
when the waste-storage idea was
proposed in Union County. The
Union County Fiscal Court killed
the idea.
Livingston County approved
applying for a study grant this
week, but apparently had not contacted iftprovernor's office.

highways, cleanup of existing
pollution problems, health-care
and recreation programs, tax subsidies and direct cash payments.
Shepherd said the main reason
for Jones' refusal was that Crittenden County is near the New
Madrid earthquake fault in western Kentucky. Geologists say the
fault is due to produce another
major earthquake in the next 25
years.
Shepherd said Jones also
believed that storing spent
nuclear fuel would relieve

•••
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CHEERS FOR AN EXCELLENT ENDEAVOUR
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — Endeavour is back home with about 120 fewer
hornets but 155 tadpoles it didn't have when the space shuttle lifted off. The
orbiter glided to a landing Sunday at the place where it blasted off eight
days earlier, completing a U.S.-Japanese research mission scientists hope
will provide clues to motion sickness and animal development in weightlessness. "I think we accomplished some great science on this mission. We did
all the experiments that we went up there to do, so you couldn't ask for
anything more," said astronaut Mark Lee. He and his wife, Jan Davis,
became the first married couple to fly together in space when NASA's 50th
shuttle flight began. On board along with seven astronauts Sunday were the
first 155 tadpoles conceived and hatched in space. But about two-thirds of
the 180 hornets that rode into orbit didn't make it back alive, and they built
no nests in space.
NEW YORK — President Bush has found time during his run for re-election
to lend his support to a campaign to improve the United Nations' peacekeeping efforts in the post-Cold War era. The president's speech to the special session of the U.N. General Assembly today will get close attention for
clues to foreign policies he would pursue in a second term. The world leaders assembled here may have to be content with nuances. Aides to Bush
said last week they expected no new initiatives in the presidential address
although he would relate the need for a more efficient peacekeepin_g operation to the turmoil in Bosnia-Herzegovina and other trouble spots. "The U.N.
is already taking on large responsibilities," one of the aides said Friday.
"With the new world order come new headaches and challenges. The U.N.
is quickly learning how to be productive and efficient."
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QUAYLE MAKES NICE TO MURPHY'S BABY
WASHINGTON — Vice President Dan Quayle says his battle with Hollywood isn't over, but he's trying to patch things up with Murphy Brown's
baby. Quayle, girding for the pasting he gets in tonight's season premiere of
the popular situation comedy, said Sunday, "In the spirit of lightheartedness
and joining in the fun, I have sent Murphy Brown's baby a gift and a note."
He wouldn't reveal the contents, but promised to stay glued to the tube during tonight's hour-long special on CBS-TV. The vice president will watch the
show with several single mothers at the apartment of a Washington woman
who raised her sister's children by herself, said Quayle's spokesman, David
C. Beckwith.
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CLINTON SHARPENS ATTACK ON BUSH
CHICAGO— Bill Clinton sharpened his attack on President Bush's handling
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tee on POW-MIA Affairs show that President Nixon considered everything
from paying North Vietnam reparations to launching more air strikes as a
way to bring home missing Americans. Eventually, the administration simply
advanced the argument that all of those listed as missing were dead. The
Senate committee today gets its first opportunity to question the senior-most
members of the Nixon administration about those documents and others
that show American soldiers may have been left behind when U.S. forces
pulled out of Vietnam in 1973. During three days of hearings, witnesses
scheduled to testify include former secretaries of state Alexander Haig, Henry Kissinger and William Rogers, former defense secretary Melvin Laird and
former United Nations Ambassador Vernon Walters.
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WHAT NIXON KNEW ABOUT POW-MIA.S
WASHINGTON— Secret documents secured by the Senate Select Commit-
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BUSH SUPPORTS U.N. EFFORTS

of the economy as he hunted votes in the great battleground of the Midwest,
calling Bush afraid to debate over his "do-nothing" record. As the Clinton
camp unleashed the campaign's first attack ad Sunday — a spot using video clips of Bush to portray him as blind to the recession — Vice President
Dan Quayle was on the defensive about his enrollment in the National
Guard in 1969. Quayle acknowledged that joining the Indiana guard lessened the risk of being sent to Vietnam. But he denied strings were pulled
on his behalf and pressed anew his charge that Clinton hasn't told all about
how he avoided the military. Clinton was campaigning in Chicago today to
pick up the backing of business leaders, following a Sunday night voter
registration rally to a predominantly black crowd in the Illinois city.
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Perspective on Politics

Credibility showdown: voters
wary of both Bush and Clinton
By JOHN KING
Associated Press News Analysis

4

House Republicans at decision time

WASHINGTON — President Bush has a major problem as he tries
to turn voters against Democrat Bill Clinton on the issue of trust: his
own credibility gap.
As the last _week in the campaign made clear, But believes hemu.st
.-.onvince voters that Clinton can-'t be trusted — that despite their
anger and frustration at the president, a Clinton presidency would be
even worse.
The strategy raises an intriguing question: Can a politician that
many voters don't trust make those same voters believe his opponent
can't be trusted?
"It's an interesting approach because the president is vulnerable on
the very trust issue he is raising against Clinton," said Emory University political scientist Merle Black: "What it may come down to is a
contest that looks like an old-fashioned Texas shenft's race — two
guys up there calling the other guy a liar."
With six weeks to -Eleetion-- -Day,--Bilsh trnils- - Clinton- by- doubtr
digits in national polls. He could shrug that off if he was doing better
in battleground states, but he isn't: Clinton leads in California, Illinois, Michigan. Ohio, Pennsylvania. New York and New Jersey. Texas and Florida. long considered locks for Republicans in prk.ssidential
elections, look competitive.
The Bush camp had hoped the president would get a boost with his
repackaged economic plan. But, so far, it hasn't brought Bush e.eri
nudge in the right direction.
They simply do not believe him when he talks about the economy
now," said Democratic Party strategist Paul Tully.
Because he's not moving up in the polls. Bush is determined to
bring Clinton down, with a sharp attack on the Democrat's credibility
Put simply. Bush says Clinton can't be trusted: Can't he trusted to
keep all those promises: Can't be trusted to raise taxes only on the
rich; Can't be trusted to run the economy: Can't be trusted to tell the
truth about his Vietnam draft status; Can't be trusted to handle correctly the crisis calls a president sometimes gets in the middle of the
night.
But the polls haven't budged so far, apparently ht:..-.11.W a good
number of voters don't have full trust in the man makilig the trust
argument.
"1 can't dispute that," said a senior Bush strategist who spoke on
condition of anonymity. "But we still think it's very fertile ground for
us to work on, a worse issue for him than us."
Voters continue to worry about Clinton's character and honesty. But
Bush's problem is just as deep.
In the latest NBC News-Wall Street Journal poll. 35 percent picked
Bush when asked who they trusted more: 32 percent picked Clinton.
Sixteen percent said they trusted neither candidate and 14 percent
trusted both, with another 3 percent not sure. The poll's margin of
error was 2.5 percentage points.
In the same poll, 60 percent had major doubts about Bush's goals
for a second term; 62 percent about his explanation for breaking his
1988 pledge not to raise taxes: 60 percent about Bush's explanation of
what programs he would cut to balance the budget and 58 percent
about Bush's explanation of his role in the Iran-Contra affair.
Voters have different, but just as significant, doubts about Clinton,
too.
Forty-four percent in the NBC-Wall Street Journal poll had major
doubts about Clinton's character and personal values, 46 percent about
his explanation for avoiding service in the Vietnam War, 44 percent
about his position on taxes. The poll had a margin of error of 2.5
percentage points.
And for all Bush's talk about trust, voters still consider the economy the first and foremost election issue, and Clinton enjoys a huge
advantage over Bush on that front.
- "Neither one of them will win any awards for truth-telling," retiree
Richard Bostic of Ferguson. Mo., said in a recent interview. Economics was behind his support for Clinton: "Bush hasn't done anything
for the working man."
Such sentiment seems to be widespread, and hurting Bush's efforts
to neutralize the economy as an issue, something many strategists
believe he must do if he is to get enough voters to pay attention to his
argument over trust.
"This heavy tidal wave of concern about the economy is just washing away any reservations the public may have about Clinton's honesty and integrity," said California pollster Mervin Field.

WASHINGTON — House
Republican leader Bob Michel is
a cinch to hang onto his leadership job after Election Day, but
contests for other party posts
could amount to a battle for the
future and the soul of the GOP.
That a new generation is taking
over will be clear when the Republicans of the 103ral Congress
gather at the Capitol in December
to choose their leaders: 30 current GOP House members won't
be there, either because of retirement or defeat in this year's
primary elections. Just 39 of the
current crop was in office when
Michel first became minority
leader in 1981.
Michel. a paragon of old-style
cooperative politics, is widely
believed ready to call it quits
alter one more two-year term.
"I think we are going to be
seeing a changing of the guard,"
said a senior Republican source,
who like most officials did not
want to talk on the record about a
topic that lawmakers regard as
among the most sensitive.
Lined up to take Michel's
place is Newt Gingrich of Georgia, who now holds the No. 2 job
of minority whip, and the conyast. couldn't ..be. more. _striking.
Where Michel .is soothing, Gingrich is provocative. Michel prc-
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The Paductih Sun:
Kentucky's first so-called "right-to-die" Case, an issue that can
never be anything but agonizing for all parties, was correctly decided
(earlier this month), in our opinion.
(A) Jefferson County judge ruled that a woman could disconnect
the feeding tubes from her 45-year-old daughter who has been comatose for more than nine years. ...Ms. (Sue) DeGrella has been in a'
coma since being beaten and burned in a Louisville motel.
The arguments against discontinuing the feeding, while wellintentioned, do not measure up to the tragedy and pain of a mother
who must watch her daughter exist day after day in a vegetative
condition.
The court-appointed guardian for Ms. DeGrella warned the judge
against taking the "insidious first step toward the state's assuming an
inappropriate role in deciding which citizens deserve to live and
which to die." ...
The very fact that the court is involved forces the judge to make a
life-and-death decision. Had he ruled otherwise, the gravity of the
decision would been no less. ...
The statement by an attorney for a disabled rights group that Ms.
DeGrellas "has chronic disabilities" but otherwise is in "good
health" is ludicrous to the point of offensiveness. How does he define
good health?
The underlying fear in such cases is that the door may be open to
wholesale elissiostios of the unfit and amassed, but there is nothing
in this situetios, or any like it to dam, that would suggest such a thing.
So loss as due legal process prevails and determination is made
case by case, diem is no need for Mom at the precedent established ...
and agar outcomes of cases im other states.

fers quiet negotiation; Gingrich is
given to confrontation.
"I think he's an asset to the
party," Rep. Henry Hyde, R-III.,
said of Gingrich. Hyde himself is
seeking a spot on the leadership
ladder as head of the Republican
Policy Committee.
"He is confrontational, contentious," Hyde said of the Georgian. "But we Republicans have
been rolled over so often; even a
puppy dog, when cornered, will
fight back. He harpoons the
Democrats regularly in all the
sensitive places."
So Republicans face a choice,
and it's one that could be heavily
influenced by the outcome of the
presidential election. Some worry
privately that Gingrich's Slashand-burn style, which has been
effective in a town where Republicans control the White House
and its legislative veto, may be
less productive if Democrat Bill
Clinton wins tfie presidency.
No one has openly emerged to
challenge Gingrich for the No. 2
job, but some believe he hears
footsteps for 1994.
Rep. Bill Archer of Texas, the
senior Republican on the House
Ways and Means Committee, is
viewed by some as likely to run
for minority leader after Michel
retires Others believe Hyde may
be getting in line for ,a similar
bid. And next in line behind Gin-

grich is Rep. • Jerry Lewis of can domestic agenda.
"We have got to be able to
California.
reach
out to the other side of the
One senior GOP official wonaisle, we have to be ready to
dered whether Gingrich, whose
rethink," he said, without mencareer has been built on aggrestioning Gingrich. "Some membe
sive, blunt methods, would
bers have a style that's subtle,
able to develop the diplomacy
others do not have subtlety as
and
and tact generally regarded as
part of their nature."
necessary in the top leadership
position.
Besides the vacancy at the PolAdding to the problem is the
icy
Committee, created by the
departure of Rep. Vin Weber, Rprimary
election loss of Rep.
Minn. Weber, a close ally of GinD-Okla., there
Edwards,
Mickey
in
up
125
overdrafts
grich, rolled
for
Republican
an
opening
also
is
the House. bank scandal, and
because of
secretary
Conference
opted for retirement.
departure.
Weber's
"It's a big loss," said a top
And veteran Rep. Guy Vander
Republican. "Vin tempered some
Jagt, R-Mich., also lost- in a primof Newt's excesses."
ary, opening the chairmanship of
Gingrich himself declined to
the National Republican Congrestalk about the race. "That's not a
sional
Committee, the organizatopic I'm interested in," he said.
tion that helps GOP House
But behind the scenes, interest
candidates.
is growing.
be
an
will
opportunity
"There
Numerous names have been
for a lot of new blood," said
mentioned to replace Vander
Lewis, who faces a challenge to
Jagt, including Reps. Bill Paxon
hold onto his No. 3 post of chair- of New York; David Dreier, Bob
man of the Republican Confer- Dornan and Bill Thomas of Calience, the organization of all forpia; Nancy Johnson of Connecticut; and Dennis Hastert of
House GOP members.
Lewis is being challenged by Illinois.
But whatever direction the parRep. Dick Armey, R-Texas, who
is seen as Gingrich's choice for ty decides to take, it seems clear
Republican Conference chairman. that it won't resemble the past.
The Californian, more in tune
"The question that remains is
with Michel's style than Gin- whether somebody has the tempgrich's, says he sees an opportun- erament of a Bob Michel," said
ity in the new Congress to build a one GOP strategist. "I don't see
coalition to advance the Republi- anybody like that in the future."
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Trial balloon likely thefirst of many
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press News Analysis

FRANKFORT, Ky. — A trial
balloon that floated out last week
with Rep. Joe Clarke's name on
it was just the first of many in
anticipation of what could be a
brutal House leadership fight.
There is no guarantee there
will be any races at all. The people making that decision don't
have anything to do with the
General Assembly. Federal prosecutors will decide.
But -frankly, the initial contacts, calls and courtesies that are
a precursor to January's leadership elections are based on the
assumption that at least one leadership spot will be open — the
one belonging to- House Speaker
Don Blandford.
To begin with, it must be
remembered that the five members of Democratic leadership in
the House — speaker, speaker
pro tern, floor leader, caucus
chairman and whip — run the
place. They select committee
chairmen, decide who serves on
what committees, who gets to go
on trips and mundane stuff like
provide the snacks that members
munch between votes.
It should not be forgotten that
it was Blandford who almost
single-handedly passed a gas tax
increase a few years ago. And it
was the influence of House leadership that ensured passage of the
1990 education legislation.
Textbook civics aside, it is the
legislative leadership that often
gets legislation passed. Sweet
reason doesn't stand a chance

CAPITOL IDEAS

Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysts
against an obstinate committee
chairman.
Put simply, leadership elections are decided on the basis of
legislative self-interest. It would
be going too far to call it enlightened self-interest.
Four of the five Democratic
leaders now in office have been
there since 1989. Whether he is
in trouble with the feds or not,
Don Blandford remains immensely popular among his constituents
in the House. In fact, some representatives have promised
Blandford they will vote for him
even if he gets indicted. Blandford has inspired such intense
loyalty because he has taken care
of the people who elected him.
'The other four are a somewhat
disparate group. While that has
been one of their strengths, it
could also be their undoing.
Floor Leader Greg Stumbo of
Prestonsburg is a lawyer and an
accomplished speaker. But he
also has an agenda that occasionally conflicts with his leadership
colleagues. He is an unabashed
promoter of eastern Kentucky,
and that has at times also put him
crossways with his colleagues.
Speaker Pro Tern Pete Worthintim of Fleming County is the

most overtly political of the
bunch. Although he appears to
carry little geographic or philosoPhical baggage, Worthington
seems always to have an angle.
Caucus Chairman Jody
Richards of Bowling Green is
more of the glad-hander of the
bunch. He may also be its best
entree to business interests.
Whip Kenny Rapier of Bardstown is the grinder, the vote
counter and occasionally the
enforcer.
Over the years, the incumbent
leadership group has occasionally
fought among itself. Three of
wi
land on one side with
them miilitg
But it has seltwo on t
dom slipped into public view.
If Blandford leaves, there will
be an obvious fight to see who
replaces him at the top. And that
may doom the current leaders'
solidarity.
If there is a split -- and that
seems the most likely scenario —
all the aspects of previous leadership elections will emerge: personality, philosophy and, especially, geography.
Jefferson County Democrats,
out of leadership for several
years, have repostedly lined up
behind Rep. Larry Chit. If Clark

finds a slate he can live with, he
brings perhaps 16 votes with him.
And the key number is 35 right
now — half plus one of all House
Democrats.
Western Kentucky could also
be expected to find a new
standard-bearer and names like
Richard Lewis of Benton and
Charles Geveden of Wickliffe
come up. The assumption is
Stumbo carries most eastern Kentucky votes with him. Northern
Kentucky's influence could be
minimal because there are few
Democratic lawmakers left up
there, but Marty Sheehan of
Covington, Bill Donncrmeyer of
Bellevue and Jim Callahan of
Southgate are all ambitious.
Central Kentucky has a diverse
bunch of legislators, many of
whom would like to be in leadership. Bill Lear of Lexington, Jim
LeMaster of Paris and Marshall
Long of Shelbyville are all possible candidates.
It is not even known if Clarke
has an interest in a leadership
spot. He holds the very influential post of chairman of the
Appropriations and Revenue
Committee. His main appeal to a
potential slate is his impeccable
reputation for integrity, a factor
worth noting in the aftermath of
Boptrot.
There are some additional factors to consider. Elections in
November could cull the ranks of
incumbents, including some
potential leadership candidates.
And if there is a special session
in November on health care, that
could drastically change
alliances.
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FARM/AGRICULTURE
Growing in
the Garden
by Cathleen
Lalicker.

L

Safety should be a concern for farmers
By DWAYNE DRISKILL
On Sept. 20-26, Kentuckians
will once again be reminded that
it is time for the annual observance of National Farm Safety
Week. As farmers are preparing
to harvest what is predicted to be
record yields during trying economic times, the message of safety too often receives minimal
attention. After all, no one knows
what tomorrows weather will
bring and a farmer can always
rest after the harvest.
But for 30 farmers in Kentucky, 1991 brought a permanent rest.
They became a statistic in the
growing list of Kentucky farm
fatalities. The message of farm
safety will bring only a painful
memory for their families, a
memory that possibly could have
been avoided.
For countless other Kentucky
farmers, it will be the painful
memory of a disabling farming
injury. Although current data is
lacking for Kentucky farming

Whenever I am shopping
in a garden center or
nursery, I get asked questions about plants by some
of the other patrons. For
years I just answered the
questions and didn't give a
thought as to why someone
would ask me.
One day, a woman prefaced her request with, "You
look like someone who
knows about plants."
The other day, I was in a
garden center that had flowering kale and flowering cabbage for sale. This delighted
me, but perplexed many of
the other patrons. "Cabbages?
Why are they selling those?
Can you eat them?"
Well, ornamental cabbage
and kale are edible, but not
so sweet as their gardenvariety cousins. These beatuies are bred for show
rather than flavor, and are
meant for the fall flower
garden.
I know that some folks
who have seen the ornamental cabbage and kale at the
garden center think I'm
crazy to plant these brassicas
with the chrysanthemums.
"Looks like regular cabbage
to me."
True, they do look like
ordinary cabbage .but appearances can be deceptive. Just
wait until the temperatures
cool off below 55 degrees.
The humble plants are transformed into gems of glowing
beauty. The inner leaves
change to white or pink or
rose-red, and are set off
beautifully by the dusky
green of the outer leaves.
Pretty good for just a "regular cabbage".
I like to plant them in
bare spots in the border left
after I've pulled up
exhausted summer annuals
like marigolds that have
gone to seed or petunias that
are nothing but long bare
leggy systems.
Like any member of the
brassica family, the ornamental types can be grown from
seed, but it is a little too
late in the season to think
about starting any now.
Those of us who, failed to
plant seed in midsummer
will have to buy plants to
set out.
Look for vigorous and
healthy plants. The color of
the leaves often indicates the
color the center will turn.
Plants with a purplish cast
to their leaves often have
pink or rosy-red centers. The
green-leaved varieties usually
have white centers.
When you plant your
flowering cabbage or kale in
the border, give each plant a
little scoop of compost or
well-rotted manure and water
well.
A final note of advice:
when you set your plants in
the border, place them in
groups, not rows. A grouping
of three plants is a pleasing
accent. A row of ornamental
cabbages or kale can make
your flower border look like
a vegetable garden gone
askew.

EARN
6.50%
TAX-DEVI URFA) ANNI ITY
IL%TE Cl.1RAN I EEO FOR
ONE YEAR. Early surrenuer
charge'. apply.
($5,000 minimurn

FARM
BUREAU
INSURANCE
Same Rate Available On
I.R.A. (850 minimum)
Rated: A+ (tit'VERI(R)

injuries, a recent study completed
by the agricultural extension service in Tennessee indicated that
monetary losses due to farm injuries and occupational illnesses
may exceed 10 percent of that
state's gross farm income. Time
lost due to an injury may be
given a dollar value, but the pain
and suffering cannot.
Although this national observance does call attention to the
losses that farmers have experienced, the purpose is certainly
not to deliver an edict of gloom
and doom. The message of
National Farm Safety Week is a
positive one; that accidents can
be preventable if proper measures
are taken and safety practices followed. It may be farm safety
week, but safety certainly is not
limited to the farming community. This is an excellent opportunity for everyone to evaluate and
eliminate conditions that might
be hazardous to life and health.
The theme of this year's 49th
National Farm Safety Week is

"Take charge of your safety and
health". For the first time, health
is listed as a key issue that will
be included iri all future farm
safety weeks. Many accidents are
attributable to poor health practices such as lack of sleep, poor
diet and eating habits, improper
handling of stress, etc. These are
practices that farmers can take
charge of and control.
All too often, individuals rely
on industry, the government or
other organizations to regulate
and mandate what is safe and
what is healthy. Now is the time
for each farmer to access unsafe
practices and act to prevent them.
During the week of Sept.
20-26, The Murray Ledger and
Times will publish a series of
articles in this section to show
farmers how to take charge of
safety and health on the farm.
Please share the message of public awareness with others. It takes
every Kentucky farmer's support
to make the farming community a
safer place to live and work.
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experience and it could leave
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patients weak and unable to work seem to be susceptible to nicotine
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consulted if medicinal remedies while handling wet tobacco," Palare desired, he added, but most mer said.

Stop Smoking.

THE DAY
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—BOARDING-Round Pen • Outside Riding Area
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C Stables
(502) 753-7702 or 753-6970 Larry Cunningham
Penny Hwy.783(3 minutes from Expo Center) Murray
We don't just board horses...we give them a home."

USDA asking for
comments about
commodity plan

“11111110

By MARGARET SCHERF .
Awaselatred Press Writer
..........

WASHINGTON (AP) —
The Agriculture Department is
asking for comments on the
1993 commodity program provisions for wheat, feed grains,
rice...upland cotton and extralong staple cotton.
John Stevenson, acting
executive vice president of the
Commodity Credit Corporation, said comments are sought
by Oct. 19 on the following:
— Which crops should not
be permitted to be planted on
so-called flex acreage.
— Whether targeted option
payments should be made
available on wheat, feed
grains, rice and upland cotton.
— Whether to permit the
planting of specified crops on
up to half of the acreage conservation reserve (ACR).
— Whether to allow the
planting of oats on conservation reserve acreage.

..111/1/1111151qIN

Shell's best lubricants for these
high-performance vehicles.
No matter what equipment you operate—tractors,
combines, pumps or pickups, Shell has the lubricants
to keep them working and lasting longer.
For more details on how we can help you
stay ahead in the field—just call or come by.

LUBRICANTS

Inc.
Kentucky Lake Oil Co., 753-1
323

South 4th St.

IIELWOZYSffi1L7
Help the environment...

The

with the "ECHO-LOGICAL"Solution!

Farmer's Market

The Shred 'N' Vac" quickly
reduces yard waste volume by
as much as 12 to 1 - into an extra
large capacity bag for composting
or ground cover. Also, easily
converts to a hand held blower.
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State Market Neon Service.
0-, 770 lb. 71.00.
72.0043.0
Figures listed we dated Sept. 16.
Medium /2 300-500 lb. 76.00-81.00.
CATTLE AND CALVES (671)
Large /2 470-1b. 69.00, 550-556 lb. 74.00.
Compared to Int week, slaughter cows
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Small II 300-503 lb. 72.00-77.00; 500-600 lb.
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Hand Held
Power Blower
ON SALE

Lightweight
12" Chain Saw
ON SALE

$13999

$1 7999

ON SALE
199
Reg. $219.99

Murray Home and Auto
•

Phone 753-2571 or 753-4110

Chestnut St. Murray

COLL1

IT'S THAT TIME AGAIN!

RAGWEED SEASON!
THEY MAY CALL IT HAYFEVER, BUT
YOU CALL IT MISERY.
FOR RELIEF, YOU CAN CALL:

THE ALLERGY & ASTHMA CLINIC
OF WEST KENTUCKY
RICHARD H. STOUT, M.D.

753-7451

Bob Cornelison

HIGHWAY 641 NORTH
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

753-4703

DAILY POLLEN 81 MOLD COUNT - 800-756-4AIR

.111trs,

OY E
Buying - Contracting - Storing
Bonded - Insured
Safe - Dependable - Friendly

SHOEMAKER SEED
Old Concord Road, Murray 753-3808
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MURRAY TODAY
Murray Country Club ladies
plan golf play; winners listed
Ladies of Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wedneslav, Sept: 23, at 9 a.m.
Those not listed in the lineup
but desiring to play may come
and be paired at the tee.
The lineup is as follows:
T. 13- Louise Lamb, Marion Poole
anc Rebecca West,
Ti. 14 - Nancy Haverstock, Rowena Cullom, Ann Brown and Faira
Alexander,
Ti. 15 - Rainey Apperson, Norma
prank, Billie Cohoon and Betty Scott.
Ti. 16 - Mary Bogard. Betty Lowry,
venela Sexton and Frances Hulse;
'tie 18 - Inus Orr, B.J. Purdom,

JO'S DATEBOOK

Toni Hopson and Tonia Fike
Winners of play on Wednesday. Sept. 16, have been released
as follows:
Championship flight - Inus
Orr, winner, B.J. Purdom, runnerup;
First flight - Toni Hopson,
winner, Della Miller, runner-up:
Second flight - Rainey Apperson, winner, Norma Frank,
runner-up.
Third tlig,ht - Ann Brown, winner, LaVern Ryan. runner-up;
Low putts - Evelyn Junes.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
"The Magical Land of Oz" live professional stage production will
be presented tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m. at the Murray Middle School
auditorium. The show will be sponsored by Murray Business and Professional Women. Admission will be $4 for children and $5 for adults.
Tickets will be on sale at the door. "The public is urged to attend this
special production," said Faye Rogers, BPW member, who may called
at 753-7743 for information.

Chess Program starts this week
TheNurray Scholastic Chess Program will get underway this week. Monday Nite Chess, an instructional program for intermediate-level players
begins today, Sept. 21, in Room 313, MSU Special Education Building.
After-school Chess Clubs, for recreational chess, begin at Caner Center on
Monday, Sept. 28; at Murray Middle School on Thursday, Sept. 24; at
Robertson Center on Friday, Sept. 25; at Murray High School on Friday,
Sept. 25. All clubs meet on the days indicated, immediately after school.

Whelan presented scholarship

Items needed for Pet Fair

'11

Karen Whelan, center, standing, a junior horticulture major at
Murray State University from Paducah, was presented the third
annual scholarship award by the Garden Department of the Muroman's Club at its salad luncheon meeting on Sept. 3 at the
ray
Whelan maintained a 3.9 grade average, following a
house.
club
4.0 in high school. She is presideht of the MSt. Horticulture( lub.
This past summer she was employed by the Paducah Country
Club to assist with the beautification of the grounds. Standing
ith %basil are, at right, her mother, Mrs. V$ helan of Paducah.
and Dr. Roger Macha, left, advisor to the Garden Department's
Scholarship Committee. Seated are, from left, Blanche Allhritten,
Mary Wells, department chairman, and Effie Vaughn. all of Garden Department. Not pictured is Mary Rolley, committee member
%urn hy %k helan
Nk h o designed and hybridized the orchid corsages
and her mother.

UNITED STATES NAVY photo
Navy Petty Officer Dana R. Armstrong, son of Ben and Pat Armstrong of Murray, was involved with relief efforts in South Florida
following the landfall of Hurricane Andrew. Armstrong, 23, is a
crewmember aboard USS Sylvania, a combat stores ship.

Murray man participates
in hurricane relief efforts
By JEANNIE CAMPBELL
Naval Public Affairs Writer

MIAMI, Fla. — If there's one
thing the men and women of USS
Sylvania know how to do to perfection, it's how to deliver the
goods.
Having proved its wartime
worth during Operation Desert
Storm, filling 30,000 requisitions
in 176 days and completing 200
replenishment missions, the
27-year-old supply ship recently
turned its attention to Hurricane
Andrew relief efforts in South
If
Florida.
Dana R. Armstrong, son of
Ben and Pat Armstrong of MurJulie Green Chaney
ray, is a Sylvania crewmember
Monday, Sept. 21
bride-elect of
and took part in the effort dubbed
Christian Singles Group/7 "Operation Help From the Sea."
Joseph Chaney
p.m./Glendale Road Church of
According to Armstrong, the
has made her
Chnst. Info/Richard, 759-9994 or
Norfolk, Va.-based combat store
gift selections
Joan, 759-1345.
ship delivered more than 490 tons
of frozen and chilled food, 530
from
Murray -Calloway County Parks tons of dried food and more than
Pier l's
Board/5:30 p.tillhlurray City
300 tons of relief supplies to the
Bridal Registry
Hall.
Port of Miami. The ship also
serves as one of the central
Ladies Barbershop Chorus/7 defense supply depots in the area.
p.m./First Christian Church.
Armstrong said that news
reports failed to convey to him
lniwersity Plan 0,, Clustaut St.
the enormity of the disaster in the
(Cont'd on page 7)
Dade County region. "This place
has been completely leveled.
There is a big cleanup effort
ahead for this area," he said.
Although the food and relief
supplies were badly needed and
•
eagerly received, the Sylvania's
Where the price and service
other contribution to the recovery
IP
makes the pill easier to swallow."
effort came from the willing
hands and able-bodies of the Sylvania's crewmembers. Armstrong
is trained as a machinist's mate.
Capt. Dick Williams, comman753-4175 s
Glendale at WhItnoll
der of Task Group 28, the sixHours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
ship group that is the Navy's contribution to the joint service

CALENDAR
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Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

KIDS EAT

FREE!
.7
,

Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.
Children under 10 may choose any
item on our Child's menu, absolutely
FREE. Only two children per paying
adult.
Bel-Air Center
753-0440

SIIILOIN STOCKADE®

Small white elephant items in good condition are still needed for the Mystery Table at the upcoming Humane Society Pet Fair. Jewelry, toys, knickknacks, children's books, items for dads, wrapping paper and gift boxes can
all be left in the donation box at Calloway County Public Library until Friday,
Sept. 25, or taken to 516 South Sixth St., Murray. Articles should not be
wrapped. For more information call Kandy Carstens, 753-3627, or Kathy
Cohen, 436-2603.

effort, speaking about the Navy's
role in Hurricane Andrew relief
operations praised the work of
people like Armstrong. "We
brought down the Navy's secret
weapon — the American sailor.
They are a talented group and
they can do a lot of things and we
have thousands of them here,"
Williams said.
Armstrong admitted that the
opportunity to participate in
humanitarian missions was not in
the forefront of his thoughts
when he joined the Navy in 1987.
Armstrong soon discovered that
this sort of mission was nothing
new for the sea service.
In the recent past Navy men
and women have helped the victims of Hurricane Hugo and the
San Francisco earthquake; worked alongside the Kurds during
Operation Provide Comfort;
assisted Filipinos fleeing the
eruption of Mt. Pinatubo; and
cared for Haitian migrants when
they were temporarily lodged at
the Navy's base in Cuba.
Even as Hurricane Andrew
operations got underway, on the
other side of the world, sailors
were helping the people of Guam
deal with the after effects of Typhoon Omar.
Hurricane Andrew left more
than 180,000 people without shelter and caused damages in excess
of $20 billion. At least 63,000
homes were destroyed.
Armstrong said that getting a
first-hand look at the power that
nature can wield was a sobering
experience and that he was glad
to be able to help other Americans in rebuilding their lives.
"This has really been experience. It's been extremely rewarding," Armstrong concluded.

Oaks Country Club ladies will
play golf and bridge Wednesday
Ladies' day events at the Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday,
Sept. 23.
Bridge will be played at 9 a.m.
with Ruth Caldwell as hostess.
Golf play will start at 9:30 a.m.
with Bonna Yates as hostess. Any
one not listed in the lineup but
desiring to play may call Mrs.
Yates at 753-7729, or come and
be paired at the tee.
The lineup is as follows:
Tee 1 — Murrelle Walker group;
Tee 2 — Mary Garner, Mary C
Lamb and Martha Enix;
Ti. 4 — Anna Lou Coleman, Sue
Veazey and Hazel Beale;
'Iii 5 — Mary Wells, Erma Tuck

and Bobbie Burks,
Tee 6 — Agnes Payne, Irene
Woods and Sue Wells:
Tee 7 — Sue Stone, Nancy Rogers
and Ada Roberts:
Ti. S — Bonne Yates, Jan Ochoa
and Bronda Parker:
Tee 9— Sue Lamb, Burton* Brewer
and Laura Parker.
Winners of golf scramble on
Wednesday, Sept. 16, have been
released as follows:
First place group - Sue Lamb,
Doris Rose, Jan Ochoa, Agnes
Payne and Joan Bullach;
Second place group - Sue
Stone, Irene Woods, Anna Lou
Coleman, Sue Veazey and Mary

Garner.
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Evwy Murder & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7110 P.M.
ENV Birds At 5:X1 * CaN About Moldy Specials *
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PAWS will meet Tuesday
PAWS (Pets Are Wonderful Society) will meet Tuesday, Sept. 22, at 3:30
p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. 'We will be making final plans for
Saturday's Pet Fair, and all old and new PAWS members are encouraged to
attended this meeting,' said Cheryl Policheffe, leader of the PAWS group.
Anyone wishing to work at the fair who cannot attend this meeting should
call Polichette at 474-8037 as soon as possible.

Advisory Council to meet Tuesday
The Advisory Council of the Calloway County Schools Family Resource
Center will meet Tuesday, Sept. 22, at 4:30 p.m. at the center at East
Elementary School. The agenda will include adoption of by-laws, election of
officers, appointment of standing committees, and approval of referral and
intake processes. The public is invited to attend. For more information call
the Center at 753-3070, according to Donna Herndon, coordinator.

AARP Chapter will hear Mayor Cherry
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter #4437 of American Association of Retired
Persons will meet Tuesday, Sept. 22, at noon at Mayflower Restaurant,
Holiday Inn. Murray Mayor Bill Cherry will be the featured speaker on 'Plans
for Improving Murray Infrastructure,' according to Robert Hendon, chapter
president. All interested persons are invited. If unable to eat at the restaurant, persons may come at 12:15 for the business meeting and program.

Food Festival opens today
he American Heart Association's Eighth Annual Food Festival starts today
and continue through Friday, Sept. 25, at Kroger in Central Shopping Center
and at Owen's Food Market on Main Street. A display has also been set up
in the cafeteria of Murray-Calloway County Hospital and at local city and
county middle schools. Available free of charge will be AHA's Heart Healthy
Food Chart which shows ways one can lower fat intake by choosing foods
that have less fat in them. For more information On local food festival events
call 759-4750 or the American Heart Association office in Paducah at
1-442-3730.

Phebian Class meeting Tuesday
Phebian Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church will have a social
on Tuesday, Sept. 22, at 7:30 p.m. at the home of Charlotte Parker, Lynn
Grove Road. Annie J. Nance will install the new officers for the coming
church year. Martha Moore is teacher of the class. Anne Vinson, president,
urges all members and associate members to attend.

Redistricting Committee will meet
The Calloway County Redistricting Committee will meet Tuesday, Sept.
22, at 5:30 p.m. at the office of Calloway County Board of Education on
College Farm Road. All interested persons are invited.

Sigma Sigma Sigma celebration planned
Members of Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority are reminded to make reservations for the 50th anniversary celebration of the sorority's establishment at
Murray State University. The 'Cheers for 50 Years banquet and dance will
be Saturday, Oct. 3, at 7:30 p.m. in the Gurus Center Ballroom in conjunction with MSU's 1992 Homecoming festivities. Banquet and dance tickets
are $15 per person. Checks should be made to Tri Sigma 50th Anniversary
and mailed to P.O. Box 327, Murray, Ky., immediately. For more information
contact Betty Driver at 762-4281, work, or 753-0490, home; Mary Lindsey
Wooldridge at 753-3304, home; or Donna Herndon at 75307784, home.

Singles will meet Tuesday
The Singles Organizational Society(SOS) will meet Tuesday, Sept. 22, at
7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce building. Mark Solomon will be the loader
for a discussion of 'The Dating Game.' The SOS is a support and social
group for singles of all ages, whether always single, separated, divorced or
widowed. The purpose of the group is to provide positive social interaction
and support. All singles are invited and encouraged to attend. For more
information about the location, call Pamela at 753-7638 or Jeanne at
753-0224.

TOPS will meet Tuesday
Sept. 22, at First
Murray TOPS Club, Kentucky 834, will meet Tuesday,
Weigh ins begin at 6

Presbyterian Church, Main and 16th Streets, Murray.
p.m. TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) is an international non-profit weight
control program and support group. For further information call 753-0854 or
759-9964.

Pageant planned on Sept. 26
The Ladies Auxiliary of Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad will have its
first Little Mr. and Miss Fire and Rescue Pageant on Saturday, Sept. 26.
Registration will start at 8 a.m, with the pageant to begin at 9 a.m. Only
Murray and Calloway County boys and girls between the ages of 0 to 12 can
compete. There will be a Little Mr. and a Little Miss Fire and Rescue
crowned. All proceeds from the pageant will go back into the community.
For more information and age groups, call Jana Barnett at 753-0137.

Story Hour theme listed
Sandy Linn, Youth Services Director for Calloway County Public Library,
has released the theme for Story Hour for Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept.
22 and 23. Ills 'Popcorn Day.' Story Hours We a book-centered enrichment
program for preschoolers, ages 3-5. The program consists of picture books,
fingorplays, games and mho. A special shortened version is Parents and
Twos, designed for the toddler, age 2 and an adult. The adult helps the child
with listening and sitting skills. Story Hours are held on Tuesdays and Wednesdays from 10:30 to 1130 a.m. Parents and Twos is also held on Tuesdays and Wednesdays from 930 to 10 a.m. For more information, persons
may cal the library at 753-2288.

W.A.T.C.H. needs cans
p) needs
WATCH.(Work Activities Training Center or the Handai
donate cans
to
wishing
Anyone
activIty.
work
ongoing
an
for
aluminum cans
,from Monday through
nay twiny them by the canter at 702 Main 511.,
pickup.
Friday front II a.m. to 3 p.m.; or call 750.1N6
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Duncan at Alabama

Dunn receives degree
HENDERSON, Tenn. — A
Murray resident has completed
the requirements for an August
degree from Freed-Hardeman
University.
Ray Dunn Jr. received a
Bachelor of Business Administration degree with a concentration
in accounting.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.

Ray Dunn Sr. of Murray.
Dunn participated in the commencement exercises held May 2
at Freed-Hardeman University.

Douglas D. Duncan, son of Dr. as a Campus Senator, an A.S.B.
and Mrs. David Duncan. has executive assistant and a Physics
entered the University of Alaba- Club Officer. He was a member
ma School of Medicine at Bir- of the Fellowship of Christian
Athletes, active in intramural
mingham, Ala.
Duncan is the grandson of Mrs. sports, and a member of the VarAlfred H. Young and the late Mr. sity Cheerleading Squad.
Young of Murray.
A 1988 honor graduate of The
Jackson Preparatory School and a
1992 summa cum laude graduate
of the University of Mississippi,
Duncan was named to the
Chancellor's Honor Roll all
• Me.
re"
semesters.
• IP.
While attending Ole Miss, he
r- -••••
Scholar,
was a Robert M. Carrier
a Robert Byrd Scholar, and a
National Merit Scholar. Honoraries include Alpha Lambda Delta,
Gamma Beta Phi, Alpha Epsilon
Delta, The Golden Key Society,
and the University of MississipThe summer violin and viola students of Conny Ottway recently
pi's highest academic honorary
performed a recital at Calloway County Public Library. Pictured
fraternity Phi Kappa Phi.
are, from left, front row, Chase Ottway and Will Sampson, back
Duncan was also initiated to
row, Tiana Thompson, Josh Malin and Jessica Ottway. Earlier Omicron Delta Kappa, the Unithis summer, other students that joined these in a recital at the
versity's highest leadership
-Ottway Farm were Paige Patterson, Katy Watters and Penny Gill. fraternity. Additionally, he served
Douglas D. Duncan

"kw

The university is accredited by
the Commission on Colleges of
the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools to award
bachelor's and master's degrees.

Students are named
who took AP
Three students at Murray High 388,000 students
1992 perMay
in
ons
Examinati
AP
School have been named
ly high
sufficient
a
at
in
formed
Board
College
Scholars by the
n.
recognitio
such
recognition of their exceptional level to merit
-level
achievement on the college
The College Board recognizes
Advanced Placement (AP)
three levels of achievement —
Examinations.
Shawn
the AP Scholar with Distinction,
Chu,
They are Suelene
the AP Scholar with Honor, and
Kellie and Matt Lawson.
the
the AP Scholar.
Only about 11 percent of,

ENDAR
CAL
(Cont'd from page 6)
Monday, Sept. 21
Fresh Start (Smoking Cessation
Program)/5:30 p.m./board room
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Education Unit, Murray.
Calloway County Hospital.
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer
Fire Department/6:30 p.m./Water
Valley Community Center.

Tuesday, Sept. 22
Executive Committee of Murray
Christian Women's Club/9:30
a.m./home of Sherry Edwards.
Social Security representative/
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m./Calloway
Public Library.
Breadmaking Lesson for
Homemakers/10 a.m./Annex of
Calloway County Public Library.

Alcoholics Anonymous closed
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets. Info/753-8136 or
435-4314.

;

Christian and Missionary
Alliance Bible Study/7
p.m./Weaks Community Center.
Boy Scout Troop 77/6:30
p.m./First Christian Church.
Memorial Baptist Church
events include Puppets/8 p.m.
First Christian Church events
include Emmaus Team meeting/7
p.m.

it

ri

First Baptist Church events
include Saints Alive/11 a.m.;
Senior Adult luncheon/noon;
Praise/7:30 p.m.
;
First United Methodist Church
events include Apple Pie
Brigade/1:30 p.m.; Adult
Exercise/5 p.m.; Friendship/
Hannah at J. Fitch/7 p.m.; Youth
Disciple Bible Study/8 p.m.
Group/7
Too
Single
t. Info/
Restauran
ey's
p.m./Shon
Celia, 753-6078, Sandy,
753-0817, or Beverly, 435-4228.
Professional Secretaries
International/5:30 p.m. program/
Sirloin Stockade. Business meeting and dinner follows.
Theta Department of Murray
Woman's Club/salad supper/6:30
p.m./club house.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons/6 p.m. potluck/
lodge hall.
Blood River Baptist Associational Sunday School Training
Session/7 p.m./Grace Baptist
Church.
West Kentucky Playwrights
Festival/7 p.m./Playhouse in the
Park. Info/759-1752.

MSU Women's Society salad
supper/6:30 p.m./home of Myra
Yaters. Info/753-2113.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus building.
Coffee Break/9:30 a.m./Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
Recovery, Inc./7 p.m./Red Cross
Mayfield.
Office,
Info/1-247-5469.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.
Dexter Center/senior activities/
9:30 a.m.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital/
Wisehart's Grocery at
Midway/8:30-11 a.m. and
Olympic Plaza, Murray/12:30-3
p.m./Calloway County Public
Library.
Alzheimer's Support Group
meeting/4:30 p.m./board room/
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Info/762-1100 or 753-5561.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion
Hall, South Sixth and Maple
Streets, Murray.

to4 2;
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Clayton and Gaddie
receive scholarships
Two upperclass students from
Murray were awarded $500 Beulah Elliot Memorial Scholarships
for the 1992-93 academic year at
Murray State University.
Michelle Lee Clayton, daughter of Sandra Clayton, is a senior
elementary education major. A
1990 graduate of Murray High
School, she plans to pursue a
career in teaching.
Clayton is a member of Gamma Beta Phi Honor Society and
the Association of Child Educators Internationa. She is a previous recipient of the Clinton Scholarship and an achievement scholarship from Murray State. With a
3.59 grade-point average, she is a
Dean's List student.
Connie Sue Logsdon Gaddie is
a senior elementary education
major at Murray State. A 1987
graduate of Caverna High School
in Hart County, she plans to
pursue a career as an early

elementary school teacher.
Gaddie is a member of Kappa
Delta Pi elementary and secondary education honor fraternity.
Before transferring to MSU in the
fall of 1988, she attended Western Kentucky University. She is a
previous recipient of both the
Clinton Scholarship and a
Regents Scholarship from Murray
State University.
With a 3.62 grade-point average, she is a Dean's List student.
She is married to Michael R.
Gaddie, and has a son, Andrew.
She is the daughter of Jerry and
Betty Logsdon of Horse Cave.
The Beulah Elliott Clinton
Memorial Scholarship is awarded
annually by the Murray State
University Foundation to students
majoring in elementary education. Recipients must have a
minimum 3.0 grade-point average
and have demonstrated scholastic
talent.

SALE 43.99
CATIO-THERM®PERM
Rog. M.Shampoo, haircut and
style included Additional charge
for long haw and desgn wraps
Sete price etheetiva through
Saturday. September 26.
Visit us soon for a complimentary
Hair color consultation

Library meeting planned
The Academic Section of the
Kentucky Library Association
will hold its fall meeting in conjunction with the Kentucky
Library Association annual conference at Drawbridge Inn, Fort
Mitchell, Oct. 7-9.
As part of the conference, the
Academic Section will sponsor a
program entitled "How Libraries
Must Comply with the Americans
with Disabilitities Act," on Oct.
8, at 9 a.m.

ey
enn
JCP
Salon
Styling

Speakers will be Donald D.
Foos, director of Library and
Information Science, University
of Arkansas, Little Rock; and
Nancy C. Pack, consultant, Florida Bureau of Library Services for
the Blind and Physically
Handicapped.

NOUS

c 1992. JCPenney Company. Inc

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8;
Thursday & Friday 9-8;
Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary Call 759-9811

For registration information
contact the Kentucky Library
Association, 1501 Twilight Trail,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601.
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Men's & Women's

Blood River Baptist Associational Sunday School Training
Session/7 p.m./Grace Baptist
Church.

8
0

WMU of Memorial Baptist
Church/10 a.m. Week of Prayer/
church.

a IiSS
lifjp.>_

September 21 to 26 Only!

First United Methodist Church
events include Mothers' Morning
Out/9 a.m.; Adult Exercise/5
p.m.; Adult Disciple Bible
Study/6 p.m.

Tuesday, Sept. 22
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board/6 p.m.

First Baptist Church events
include Mothers' Day Out/9:30
a.m.

Elm Grove Cemetery
Committee/7 p.m./Elm Grove
Baptist Church.

Murray Lions Club/6:30
p.m./Murray Woman's Club
House.

Senior Games at Murray State
University Roy Stewart Stadium.

Land Between the Lakes events
include Air Bedding/2-4
p.m./Homeplace-1850. Nature
Center and Golden Pond Visitor
daily.
open
Center
Info/1-924-5602.

Emergency Response Refresher
Course/8 a.m./Collins Center,
Murray State University. Info/
762-3385.
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Wanda Bogard, right, was the employee who was winner of Jack's
Pot at Fern Terrace Lodge for September. She was presented $100
by Janie Underwood, left, Day Care/Activity coordinator at Fern
Terrace. Residents and employees having birthdays in September
are Catherine Thomas, Sept. 3, Helen Farley, Sept. 4, Uldine
Evans, Sept. 6, Glada Dodd, administrator, Sept. 8, Leona Bess,
employee, Sept. 10, Donald Fortner, Sept. 18, Dallas Holland,
Sept. 25, Milton Fountain, employee, and Sadie Nell Jones, Sept.
26, and Eva Farris, Sept. 30.

TREASURE HOUSE

Murray State University Faculty Showcase Recital/8
p.m/Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle
Fine Arts Center.

If

.4,,

THE

Health Services Career Day/11
a.m.-3 p.m./Curris Center, Murray State University...
Info/762-3735.

- OF GIFTS
Southside Shopping Center • 753-6798

Saddle
Peny$549
Women's Sizes 5 to 10
Men's sizes available.

sHoe sensaTion

DAILY SHIPPING
U.P.S. & U.S. POSTA:
SERVICE
M-S 9:00-5:00

74 PePrjeet P.114 "fe 14 Poviart Pam

Ky. Oaks Mall-Paducah
443-1331

Chestnut Hills-Murray
753-6242
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Oilers kick
sand in face
of Chiefs with
overtime win

Panthers let frustrations
out on Murray State 48-9

them in a long time."
By The Associated Press
Murray trailed just 17-3 at half
Editor
before Eastern had their way with
It was just like the big bully at
Racers and exploded for 31
the
CHARLESTON, Ill. — Conthe beach, kicking sand in the
second-half points.
sider Eastern Illinois' revenge
face of the scrawny runt.
As has been the case in the
;omplete.
Only this time the runt kicked
past two seasons, one could point
After suffering emotional losback. Twice.
to a single play that caused the
Al Del Greco, all of 5-foot-10,
'.cs in Murray the two previous
A -5 ';'3
wheels to come flying off and
seasons, the Panthers finally got
had to listen to big, bad
111SU
send Racer chins to their chests.
ER)
274-pound defensive tackle Neil
the Racers at home and two sea1'
23
P.11 doges
On Saturday, it was a 50-yard
4415$
5036
PlusAlle .11'os
son's worth of frustration culmiSmith call him names while lin214
'2'
PASA.Ag
kickoff return at the end of the
45
0
nated in a 48-9 crushing of their
up for a 54-yard field goal try
%tom
'ing
'22' 2 1030-0
first half.
Can0An ,nt
end of the first half.
the
S-34
nonconference nemesis at Eastat
625
%no
Trailing 10-0 and very much in
0-C
32
F Lenora* Lam
making it — take that,
After
ern's O'Brien Field.
AV
'I'S
Ponalbao Y A VS
the game, Racer freshman Erik
791$
3C42
hosaaaaon
Tmla
the Houston kicker later
—
pal!
The Eastern victory was domi—Lombard booted a 24-yard field
nating in all three phases of the
added a 39-yardcr in overtime as
INDIVIDUAL 97A71S1'1C11
goal after an impressive drive to
RiAraNG-Murrar Siam Polon 10 74 Co. 9-41
game.
the Oilers defeated the Chiefs
Eanavos 3 13 McGowan 512 WM/ 6 11 Brand
the Racers on the board, 10-3.
put
EIS
nese*
I 2 Leos
Sapp
2.5
Gann
6-1
being
as
claim
State's
Murray
23-20 Sunday.
nor rign 15-65 Karoo( 1" 54 HO,. 325 Mauch
With momentum starting to
Cowls 24 Kolb I nous 3
2 14. Monigornory
Division I-AA's top rushing team
Eagles 30, Broncos 0
Thorns 5-rnout 24
turn, Lombard kicked off to Eastoffense was as
was short-lived, as the Racers
PaS509G-64,,,aL State Jon* ` 21 255 Mos
Philadelphia's
ern's Ray McElroy, who prompt04 2-4-0 36 E ,6no,4 _Thorne 'a 29-0 71$ isaiiico
defense. Ranits
were held to 158 yards rushing,
as
dominating
-C-C
ly returned it to the Racers'
1646cmond 3-41 Bond
RE:E v".6G-14.,"463 Sills ,
for three
tbrew
more than 200 yards below their
Cunningham
dall
Pallor-I
I
Co.
32' E0o1r4s 2 '5 MrC6.66an 2 4
34-yard line. Six plays later. tail1 rr•fury.I 14fica .1,Y04414C 553 ci..616666 440
Philadelphia
and
two-game average.
touchdowns
•104.1011 4 IC M(4s 2 X. CA 404111,11' 7 140,190'W
back Bill Korosec scored the sec-•
Murray State's defense had
'5
held Denver to 82 yards total
41•4 ' 3
of his three touchdowns with
ond
six
allowed just seven points in
offense.
one minute, 47 seconds remainPackers 24, Bengals 23
consecutive quarters going into coating that one."
scene
ing in the half.
liar
too-fami
all
an
was
It
Eastern Illinois, but surrendered
Brett Favre took just five plays
So much for momentum, so
for Mahoney and the Racers.
48 points.
the final 67 seconds to edge
in
much for the Racers.
They were blown away by a team
Eastern blocked one Taylor
Bay (1-2) past Cincinnati
Green
Eastern started the second half
Colby punt and had a key kickoff of equal ability.
(2-1). Favre, replacing injured
"I thought we had flushedghat with a 73-yard drive and field
return of 50 yards to aid in the
Don Majkowski, ended the fiveall out," the coach said after goal to go up. 20-3.
Panthers' second touchdown.
play drive with a 35-yard TD to
Two plays later, dependable^
"We got our butts whipped,' - tongue lashing his squad. "I
Kitrick Taylor, capping the Packdidn't. think .we'd let that _thing Racer fullback David Cox
said an angry Mike Mahoney
ers' 21-point quarter.
STEVE PARXER/Ledger & Times photo roll up on us again. It was a total coughed up the ball and again,
after watChing his 1-2 Racers fall
Saints 10, Falcons, 7
Eastern put the ball in the end
Murray State's (from left i Michael Reid, Fred Davis, Jermaine
on the road for the seventh conse- team loss.
Atlanta (1-2) lost for the first
Scott and Allen Johnson have a dejected view of Saturday's game.
"That's as mad as I've been at (Coned on page 9)
cutive time. "There's no susar
time in the Georgia Dome on
Morten Andersen's 47-yard field
goal with 1:51 to go. Bobby
Hebert's 21-yard screen pass to
Craig Heyward set up the winning kick for New Orleans (2-1).
49ers 31, Jets 14
San Francisco may have won
at Giants Stadium for the second
Staff Report
time this season, but the 49ers
SOCCER
Murray Lodger & 'Times
(2-1) aren't ready to call it a second home.
BOYS
Murray High advanced to the
1
MURRAY HIGH
Seahawks 10, Patriots 6
0
Evansvtlle Bosse
finals of Saturday's Pepsi InvitaHow many times did Seattle
tional at Ty Holland Stadium, but
3
Cape Central
need to knock down Hugh Millen
0
fell 3-0 to Missouri's Cape GirarMURRAY HIGH
to keep him from helping New
deau Central after watching no
England get back up? Six was
less than four players suffer injuStarting midfielder Russ Adkalmost not enough. The Scaries or illness.
ins left the game for Murrayhakws (1-2) scored on the game's
Murray, which beat Evansville Calloway County Hospital to
first drive, a 2-yard run by Chris
Bosse 1-0 in the first game on a undergo tests for a headache and
Warren, and sacked Millen six
goal by David Gressler to qualify loss of feeling on the right side of
times. But Millen moved New
for the championship game of the
his body. It was determined that
England (0-2) to the Seattle 25
four-team tournament, never the senior, who had a stomach
minute before Patrick Hunter
threatened Cape Central after a virus for most of the week, had
intercepted him in the end zone
2-0 halftime deficit.
severe dehydration and could
with 35 seconds left.
"Cape Central was definitely
possibly play when the Tigers
Vikings 26, Buccaneers 20
the best team in the tournament meet Calloway County tonight.
Minnesota's backup QB outon that day," Tiger head coach
Roman Shapla was removed
played Tampa Bay's backup as
James Weatherly explained.
early in the championship game
Dennis Green won his home
Of course, very little of his with a bruised foot, David Gressdebut as coach of the Vikings
team was left on the field by the ler had a headache and Matt
(2-1). Sean Salisbury, playing his
end of Saturday's final.
(Cont'd on page 9)
first NFL game in five years,
replaced injured Rich Gannon
and threw a 29-yard touchdown
MICHAEL BANXII/Le4ger & Times photo
pass to Cris Carter. Gannon left
Calloway County receiver Tim Young (#22) sees the ball go off his hands during the second quarter
when he hit his hand on an
Oak
night.
Saturday
of the Lakers' 8-7 win over Lone
opposing helmet while throwing
a 30-yard TD to Carter.
Browns 28, Raiders 16
Eric Metcalf knew only one
NATIONAL LEAGUE
By The Associated Press
way to run against the Los
Sunday's Games
Angeles Raiders. "On offense,
wasn't as rare as
the week's practice prior to the
it
While
Pittsburgh 3, Philadelphia 2, (13)
LAXERS S. Lens Oak 7
By MICHAEL BANKS
New York 1, Montreal 0
we spread the field out and it
Lone Oak game.
Mickey Morandini's unassisted
DC 00 07 00-7
Lone 00
Atlanta 16, Houston 1
02 DCX OS -I
Murray Ledger & Tenses Stan Writer
GALLOVIA'y CO
sputter
off. Every time I touched the
offense
paid
his
Braves'
Atlanta
seeirs
After
the
play,
triple
10 WW1*.
Cincinnati 6, San Diego 1
ball, I was headed toward the end
with just seven points in their
mer inning was pretty
Sahlef Row VAG3o.s.A.04 04141.10115 2-0
four-ho
CC
St Louis 16, Chicago 4
53
It wasn't till last Thursday
zone," said Metcalf, who scored
San Francisco 3, Los Angeles 2
special, too.
first three games of the season,
34 °LaMar
afternoon, that Calloway County
4604 Paws 66:41 7-2
LO - Chard. Coo
at
Hunter
four touchdowns, three on passes
Bohannon
Brian
Justice,
inserted
David
Mitchell
'On
series."
sophomore Tyler Bohannon was
NM (Lariat
quarfirst-time Cleveland starter
from
former
hit
consecutive
Gant
put
and
Ron
and
quarterback
•.0
sdl 5.7 $45
:Omit'
CC Atlanta lowered its magic
told he was going to start at quarPhilcox.
tailsixth
Todd
the
seven-run
in
a
in
Dennis
runs
• • • •
Mau
home
terback
number to seven, maintaining a
TIAN VATS
terback in Friday's game against
Redskins 13, Lions 10
off Al Osuna, and Mark Lemke
back's slot. The move paid off as
CALLOWAv
7'A -game lead over Cincinnati
Lone Oak.
%anon varos
Washington kept Detroit's runhomered one out later off Rich
Bohannon hit on four of 11 pasPawang Yi004
Sc
in the NL West.
In a span of 24 hours, BohanTotal Yoroo
'11/3
ot offense in check for
Dennis
the
and-sho
routed
and
Braves
yards
the
50
as
Scheid
for
ses
Pool*
"We need to go out there
non crammed the Laker playbook
quarters and held on for its
PAWN
three
4-124
Houston Astros 16-1 Sunday.
rushed for 70 yards on 15 carries
and do something — like win,
Asnabas
SIC
into his head as he and his father,
16th straight victory in D.C. Mel"This team can do unpredict• • • •
and the Lakers' game-winning
win, win," said Terry PendleCalloway County assistant superIMINVIDUAL rrars
night.
Gant
Jenkins then picked off Mark
vin
like
that,"
Saturday
things
able
touchdown
RUSHING - (CAIIONN) Mit Domes 15-70 10
ton, who reached 100 RBIs for
intendent Johnny Bohannon, went
dif!showy Grogan 9.12 Jody Kamon 14-30 Ty*
little
to
a
is
pass — Rypen's third
thing
cool
Rypien's
a
'It
tailback
was
"Playing
said.
Bohannon 4-0 'his youN 2-' 1100 001 Ghorhon
the first time. "The bottom line
over the Lakers' offensive formarelaxed
— at the Detroit 40
more
interception
feel
I
but
watch."
GOO 12 00 ID Grog Dow. 2-13 TWAIN, Mom
ferent.
is we've got to do it ourselves.
34 WON 3001.011A 1 -4-2) 300•011 1Anaar 13-4.41
tions on a tennis court located
with 4:37 remaining, but Jason
It was the fourth time in
back there," said Dennis. who
PASSONG - Calovoo) 70or BOhallflOn 11-1
We've got to get our rear ends
next to their house.
Dranns 01-0 (Lona Oak) Sharon Mmor 1-4-72
Hanson missed a 49-yard field
franchise history the feat was
capped off a Laker rally in the
thr
gear and get going."
in
Then, Bohannon had to wait
RECEry/NO - Calbsam) Tim Young 4-50 Ilona
a one-yard
with
was
time
last
the
quarter
that would have tied the
goal
accomplished;
fourth
000 (Varekii Mom I-?
Steve Avery (11-10) won for
another 24 hours, as heavy rain
game.
on June 21, 1971, against Monrun off the right side.
the first time in seven starts
and lightning postponed Friday's
"We felt that Mau could go
Dolphins 26, Rams 10
treal when Mike Lum, Hal
Aug. 15 as, Atlanta set a
since
game, delaying the start and Saturday night when his debut north-and-south better from the
Hank Aaron and Darrell
King,
avoided any late-game
Miami
season high for runs and
adding more jitters to the first- was finally unveiled as he lead a running back position, instead of
scoring on its first
did it. The Milwaukee
collapses,
Evans
stopped visiting Houston's fiverevived Calloway offensive
time starter's nerves.
was going more of a
to beat Los
did it twice: on
also
he
possessions
Braves
where
three
game winning streak. Ryan
"I was nervous before the kick- attack as the Lakers picked up west-and-east motion at quarterMark Higgs led the Dol1965, and June 8, 1961.
Angeles.
8,
June
Bowen (0-6) was tagged for
off Friday, and then when it was their first win of the season with back," said Mitchell, whose
phins (2-0) with III yards rush"We're lucky you don't
runs and eight hits.
seven
delayed until tonight, then I real- a 8-7 win over the Purple Rash. squad improved to 1-3 with the
runs," Houston
total
in 23 carries. Dan Marino
ing
count
The insertion of Bohannon at
ly got nervous. All I could do
"It's pretty hard to lose a
also were looking for a
Art Howe said. "You
"We
win.
two touchdown passes.
manager
threw
today was sit around and wait," quarterback was just one of a different quarterback to utilize
ball game like this," Avery
31, Cardinals 20
wins and we had two out
Cowboys
count
said the converted wide receiver. influx of changes that Calloway
just evens up."
"It
said.
continued to
a
heck
of
a
had
Irvin
we
so
Michael
three,
of
But Bohannon was ready coach Billy Mitchell made during (Coned on page 9)
show why training camp can be
very overrated. "I don't want to
•
hear another word about me
being rusty," said Irvin, who had
Installation
three touchdown passes and a
and Service
career-high 210 yards receiving
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Short-handed Tigers fall
in Pepsi finals to Central

New-look Lakers post first win

Braves blast four homers in
sixth to power past Houston
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Racer volleyball 172 on road trip
on the season.
Individually for the Racers,
Murray Lodger & Timm
sophomore middle hitter Sarah
Dcarwonh made the six-player
After playing its first five
ent team. For the
all-tournam
matches in the friendly confines
Dearworth recorded
ent,
tournam
of Racer Arena, and winning four
and 16 blocks.
digs
28
kills,
32
of them, the Murray State Racer
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Louisville came back to successfully defend its title in the Murray State/McDonald's Intercollegiate Saturday at Miller Golf
Course.
Because of Friday's bad weather, the teams were forced to finish the second round Saturday
morning before beginning the
final round, which was trimmed
from 18 to nine holes.
First-round leader Southern
Mississippi finished in second
place, but had the individual winner in Voyed Couey, who fired a
2-under-par 76 for the 45-hole
tournament.
Host-team Murray State leaped
from sixth place to third place to
finish at 745. Leading the way
for the Racers was senior Chris
Wilson of Mayfield who finished
in a four-way tie for seventh
place at 184.
One stroke back of Wilson was
sophomore Brian Henson of
Mayfield, finishing in a two-way
tie for 15th place.
The Racers finished two

strokes ahead of defending Ohio
Valley c Iference champion
Eastern Kentucky and three
strokes ahead of Southeast Missouri. MSU does not compete
until Oct. 10-11 in the Ohio State
'Buckeye Fall Classic.
• • • •
The Murray State Rifle Team
brought home its first win this
weekend after defeating UTMartin in smallbore rifle
competition.
The Racer Blue team and Gold
team scored a combined 4508,
edging past UT-Martin's 3885.
The Racer squad was led by U.S.
Shooting Team member, Beth
Herzman, with a score of 583 out
of a possible 600. This being his
first appearance with the Racers,
Scott Plewke of Paducah shot a
552 in the three-position
competition.
The Racers head to Jacksonville State, Oct. 10, for their next
competition.

Tigers...

New-look Lakers postfirst win...
(Cont'd from page 8)
our play-action passes in our
offense more."
Also put in during the week's
practice was the "trips" formation, or putting three wide receivers on one side of the ball. The
formation paid off for the Lakers
and especially for senior split end
Tim Young, who hauled in all
four of Bohannon's passes out of
the formation, including two
acrobatic catches.
"The new trips really helped
out the offense," said Young,
who kept three Calloway drives
alive with his catches.
"Tim's a real good receiver,"
Bohannon said of the senior
wideout. "He just always seems
to catch the ball. Sometimes I
throw it bad, but he still comes
back and catches it."
Trailing 7-2 at the start of the
fourth quarter, Bohannon hit

Young on a 8-yard pass play to
push the Lakers to the Lone Oak
25-yard line. After Jody Kelso
carried for two yards, the Purple
Flash was called for a pass interference penalty when Bohannon
tried to hit Young again. The call
gave the Lakers first and goal
from the 9 with 11:16 left.
After two runs .gained a yard,
and a pass fell incomplete, Calloway lined up again in the trips on
fourth-and-goal. Bohannon again
tried to go to Young, and again,
Lone Oak was called for pass
interference giving the Lakers a
first down at the five.
Dennis carried for two yards,
then came back for another two
yard score, before his burst over
the right side gave Calloway the
lead for good with 9:48
remaining.
"We knew we could move the
ball against them, it was just a

matter of doing it," said Dennis.
With .the changes on offense,
Mitchell didn't forget his defense
as he inserted a new defensive
scheme which held Lone Oak to a
grand total of only 102 yards in
total offense, forcing two fumbles
and two interceptions.
It was Bohannon, this time on
the defensive side, who came up
with a big play in the fourth
quarter.
After Charlon Clark's 24-yard
sweep gave the Oakers a first
down at their own 45-yard line
with 3:55 left, Bohannon stepped
in front of a Sheron Minter pass
for the interception, ending. the
Purple Flash threat.
Sophomore linebacker Sean
Waller would cap off a strong
defensive night as he leaped high
to pick off Minter's pass in the
plats with just :57 remaining to
give the Lakers the win.

(Cont'd from page 8)
Weatherly's back was causing
him problems.
"That was the low point of the
year as far as having guys out,"
the Murray coach said. "There's
nothing major, just a lot of nagging little things. But it sort of
adds up."

Panthers letfrustrations out...
(Cont'd from page 8)
zone when quarterback Jeff
Thorne threw a 25-yard screen
pass to Chris Hicks making the
score 27-3.
The nightmare continues...
On the following kickoff, Racer redshirt freshman Homer Patton fumbled the ball at his own
27.
On cue, Eastern needed four
plays to send Korosec into the
end zone for an untoched 16-yard
waltz. The lead was now 34-3
and the Panthers had put up 17
points in just over six minutes.
The Racer defense was on the
field for 20 plays while the
offense huddled on just two
occassions.
"We've still got a chance with
the score 17-3," Mahoney
reflected, "but we fumble twice,
give up two scores, and we're out
of it."
If Murray State hadn't done it
so often in the past two seasons,
the NCAA would've surely
investigated the Racers for throwing the game.
But, the NCAA would've
quickly found that the Racers
couldn't throw. At least on Saw,

day night.
Though backup quarterback
Butch Mosby hit David Redmond
with a 36-yard scoring pass in the
fourth quarter to give the Racers
a touchdown, MSU quarterbacks
were a combined 12-for-27 with
two interceptions and just 121
yards.
Mahoney threw his hat with
more precision than the Racer
offense.
"We have to take a look at
what we're doing," Mahoney said
of the Racer passing game. "We
have to loosen people up, that's
part of it, but we've got to knock
those guys down."
Mahoney has said that the Racer passing attack is not very
sophisticated, but against Eastern
it was just too predictable.
"Once we got into third down
situations it seemed like they
automatically knew what was
coming," Mosby said of the
Panther defense. "On the sprint
outs they were sprinting out with
us instead of coming up field."
Eastern bottled up the Racers'
option attack, allowing only the
two Racer fullbacks to hurt them.
Patton finished with a team-high

74 yards on 10 carries and Cox
had 41 on nine attempts. Timmy
Bland saw his string of two consecutive games over 100 yards
snapped with an eight-yard outing on six attempts.
"There was no rhythm Lc) the
offense," Racer offensive line
coach Mike Cavanaugh
explained. "They (Eastern) didn't
do anything we didn't expect up
front, they just got off their
blocks and got to the football."
Eastern Illinois, now 2-1, used
one of five Racer holding or pass
interference calls to go up 7-0 in
the first quarter. Murray State
moved just 16 yards after Sheldon Smith's 55-yard kickoff
return before Lewis was
interecepted at the Eastern 19.
Both teams added field goals
before Eastern's final touchdown.
Murray has one week to solve
their problems before hosting 1-1
Middle Tennessee next Saturday
night in Stewart Stadium. Mahoney promised his team the road
back wouldn't be easy.
"I'm tired of babying them,"
the coach said. "I told them they
better be ready for one hard week
of practice."

Murray's offense struggled
throughout the tournament, scoring one goal in two games.
"One of these days we're going
to starting finding the net,"
Weatherly said of his hobbled
offense. "We'll get clicking on
all cyliners tone of these days."
Murray is now 6-4 and will
play at Calloway tonight at 7
p.m. Weatherly expects most of
his players to be dressed out and
ready to play. At least healthwise.
"I hope we're ready to play
because! know Calloway County
will be," Weatherly said. —I-hey
(Lakers) have a lot of confidence
right now and we'd better be
focused or we'll be in trouble."
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This is a quick, painless and free blood test.
No insurance will be filed.
CALL DURING SEPTEMBER OR OCTOBER FOR AN APPOINTMENT.
SPONSORED

CALL TOLL FREE

1992 Cadillac Sedan Deville
Stock #X2085 - 13xxx miles

1992 Cadillac Sedan Devine

Stock #X2089 - 13xxx miles
FOR

APPOINTMENT
Local.
753-0604

In Kentucky:
1-800-599-9240
Out of State:
1-800-755-1248

By:

A Urology Associates
A Dianon Laboratories
ATAP and ICI Pharmaceuticals

300 South 8th Street. Suite 107E
Murray. Kentucky 42071
502-753-0604
Call: Monday - Fnday, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
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1992 Cadillac Sedan Deville
Prostate Cancer
A most common cancer in men
A second leading cause of cancer death in men.
A symptoms are usually present in early stages.
A can be treated successfully
-- especially if detected early

42 65
41 85

Jane Rogers Insurance

Stock #X2066 - l3xxx miles

A Special Health Service For Men
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Phoenix

1992 Cadillac Sedan Deville

FREE PROSTATE CANCER SCREENING
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Area dentist loses
license for third time

111

OPENING SPECIAL
Good thru September 30, 1992

Trans-Tune Special
Reg. $29.95
*FREE Road Test
•Band adjustment if necessary
•Linkage Adjusted
•Throttle Pressure Checked
*Fluid
'New Pan Gasket

$19
95
200 N. 4th .Murray

753-6577

•Clean Filter

EMMI/LILEIML
PAWS members working on posters for PAWS pet fair include,
left to right, Daniel Polichette, April Webb, J.C. Polichette and
Melissa Johnson.

TRANSMISSION

PAWS plans for pet fair
'Now Filter Additional Charge.

Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.- 5 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m.-12 Noon

Members of PAWS (Pets Are
Society),the youth orgaWonderful
a
n /alion of the Humane Society of

Good at both Locations • (Paducah & Murray)

"Guess
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for the
: morning
it

18111

session!"
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kw sr Misr, ury stfice Is crud with
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a
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cspir lot Joss. Office
costing you Valuable labor time.
Of course, no machine is perfect. But Toshiba
has come as close to trouble-free operation as
you can get. Whats more,Toshiba designs its
copiers to open wide like a clamshell. This gives
you quick access to all major components .
without getting your dothes dirty!

work and work.Tand keep on wo&ng.
If your current copier has you singing the
blues, you owe it to yourself to take a look at a
Toshiba today Contact us for a no-Oiligation
copier demo.. and see
r•how you can learn to TOSHIBA
love copying again!
COPIERS

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Ky. 1-800-633-7296
Tenn. 1-800-858-0492
FAX 1-502-247-0409

Mayfield
247-5912

"Ask your neighbors about their Toshiba"

Calloway County, are busily preparing for this year's Pet Fair. The
fair will be held on Saturday. September 26.from 10 a.m. until 1 p.m.
at the Depot in New City Park. This
is the ninth annual Pet Fair and is a
major fund-raiser for the Animal
Shelter."We have new games and a
lot of fun in store for all ages this
year," said Cheryl Polichette, leader
of the PAWS group.
Featured this year will be an
appearance by Bilbo Brown the
Clown (Bill Phillips), a perennial
favorite at the fair. There will also
be an entertaining and educational
demonstration of dog obedience by
Bunny Lanning and her canine
experts, which will take place at
10:30.
The PAWS Pet Fair is known for
its unusual contests. This year there
will be two: a pet snapshot contest
and a stuffed animal contest. To
enter the pet snapshot contest,either
bring a photo of your pet to the Pet
Fair (get there early), or send it
before Sept. 23 to Kandy Carstens,
516 South 6th Street, Murray, KY
42071 along with the following
information: pet's sex, breed, owner's name, address and phone. Indicate whether you are entering pet's
photo in the category of "Most
Beautiful" or "Funniest" pet. There
is no entry fee, and all snapshots
may be reclaimed after the contest.
Awards for this contest will begin at
11 p.m. Winners of the contest will
receive either a pen-and-ink drawing of their pet by Murray artist
Marge Hatton or a free sitting and
8x10 portrait of their pet by AncraTt
Photography. The Stuffed Animal Contest is
open to children 10 and under. To
enter, the child should register at the
fair. Stuffed animals should be
made of fabric or fake fur only.
Judges will look for the stuffed
animal with the most loved look.
Awards, which will be presented at
noon, include a trophy, ribbons and
special judges' r/E17.CS.
Game booths, face painting, barnyard bingo, a Mystery Table and
home-baked goods at the food
booth and Cake Walk will round out
the fair's attractions. Local businesses, members and friends of the
Humane Society have donated
numerous prizes, trophies and other
items to help make the Pet Fair a
success.
Admission is 50¢ for those under
16; $1 for adults; or the equivalent
in pet food. For more information,
call 753-3627 or 436-2603.

Phillip Jones, Sales Representative (502)753-3166
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky State Board of
Dentistry voted 8-0 to revoke a
Hopkinsville dentist's license for
the third time, contending he
deliberately misled the board.
Dr. Gilbert Franklin III lost his
Kentucky license in 1988 when
the Kentucky State Board of
Dentistry discovered he had been
convicted of five counts of sexual
battery in Tennessee. Franklin
lost his license again two years
later.
When he sought to have his
license restored in 1990, Franklin
told the board the convictions
involved improperly touching and
brushing against women and that
no children were involved,
according to Brent Irvin, the dental board's attorney.
But board members later
learned that only one victim was
a legal adult: Two of the victims
were 14 years old, another was
16 and another was 17.
Franklin told the board during
its meeting in Louisville on
Saturday that he didn't consider
.the teen-agers children because
they were beyond puberty.
The board restored Franklin's
license after a September 1990
hearing but revoked it again two
months later when he was
accused of misrepresenting a
theft charge involving Medicaid
fraud. The board restored his
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and pains.
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic lest, a
chiropractic neurological test,a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check,an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private
consuNation with the doctor to discuss the results.

This antis sitamination is FREE.
If you want morn care and trulmori,
we do all the gepanvork

To subscribe to the Murray Ledger & Times,
fill in the blank below and mail it with your
check to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Attn. Circulation Dept.
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Irvin contended that Franklin
only reimbursed Johnson Controls' insurance company after
discovering that he was being
investigated by the board.

TUESDAY,SEPTEMBER 22,1992
(For your personalized Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own date
of birth, call I -9(X)-9)0i-7788. Your ph(me company will hill you 95 cents a
minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE people today. Changes are in the air.
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: Someone will share wsources if you
Go ahead and start several projects ask nicely.- A career triumph
at one time. One of them is bound to recharges our batteries.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
be a hit! Investment returns should
increase beginning in December. Suddenly a new avenue opens up.
an expansive mod. pre.
Keep any exercise and diet resolu- You are in
tions you make in January 1993. pared to lead those vs ho do not
You will have a clear picture of know what to do next. Candid conwhere a romance stands by next versations are favored.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
spring. Do not allow anyone to sap
your confidence. Although chil- Make sure your own ideas are
dren's needs complicate the money sound before criticizing. someone
situation, your finances should he in else's.. No one has the complete
good shape by midsummer. Plan an story now, just bits and pieces.
Higher-ups could be irritable.
August vacation.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211:
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: actor Scott Halo. You are a creative money manager
singer Debbie Boone, baseball man- and should invest in your dreams. A
ager Tommy Lasorda, actress sterling reputation is a tremendous
asset. Protect your good name.
Catherine Oxenberg.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): Underhanded moves could send you
Keep careful notes on any business back to square one.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
negotiations you conduct now. They
could prevent embarrassment in the 21): Invite both friends and family
future. Someone will try to cast a when entertaining. People you want
romantic spell on you this morning. to impress are willing to discuss
your ideas. Your home is your casGo slow.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): tle. Make it as comfortable as you
Your concern for a child is justified. can.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
but you could make things worse by
rushing in where angels fear to 19): Keep your personal and profestread. Consult the experts before sional life free from turbulence.
taking action. Good news is on the Avoid petty squabbles. Business
success depends on your paying
way.
closer attention to detail.
GEMINI (May 2I-June
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-1-eb. Ili):
Someone you meet today will
become a loyal friend and valued A good day for selling yourself and
associate. Put your best foot for- yOUT ideas! Make sure your converward. Avoid arguing politics with sation reflects your high intellisomeone who will never change his gence. Sharing some recently.
acquired information will reduce
views.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): doMestic tension.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Take the lead in promoting an innovative idea. Others are impressed by Put a serious matter out of your
your sincerity and strong sense of mind and enjoy a laugh-filled, lovcommitment. Be wary of makinLe ing day. Your compassion for those
in need makes you a winner. Go allimpulsive promises.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Tread out to help a newcomer.
carefully when around influential

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet
Dr. Dennis L.'WWI,D.C.
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Franklin later reimbursed the
insurance company for the additional charges, blaming the "honest mistake — on untrained
employees in his office.

the

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches

lEiMOURSECI KM PAYMENT EOM
FNEE

Franklin's attorney, Willie
Peale Jr., argued the board was
punishing Franklin twice for the
same offense.
A complaint filed in January
by Johnson Controls Inc. of
Cadiz, Ky., alleged Franklin
charged for services he never
performed.
The complaint said Franklin
charged three members of one
family for extractions, dentures
and fillings when he had only
taken X-rays and cleaned their
teeth.

I Ioroscopes

You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

license a month later.
According to Irvin, Franklin
testified at a 1990 reinstatement
hearing that his plea bargain in a
Medicaid fraud case led to a misdemeanor conviction. In fact, he
was convicted of a felony.
Since Franklin lied under oath
about his record during the 1990
hearing, Irvin said, the dentist
was guilty of professional misconduct and the board could
reopen the case.

t To order a revised and updated lopy o kane Dion., tarsi selling IstaA -Yesierdas Itidas and I ores
er How Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan.- send Sal 95 plus SI postage and handling
K Dixon. 00 Andrews and Mc Meel. P0 Box 419150. Kansas City. Mo h4 14 I Make i hes,ks payable to
Andrews and Ms h4eel

EXAMINATION

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY

1
2
3
4

lb

TODAY'S CHILDREN are practical, analytical and very interested in
things scientific. Count on them to remain calm and sensible in times of crisis. Their skill at cutting through the underbrush to ferret out the truth
makes them highly reliable investigators and researchers. Affectionate and
attention-seeking, these Virgos turn to their loved ones when feeling low.
They will want a spouse who gives them uncritical support.
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Church official cleared of
sexual-misconduct charge
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HOUSTON (AP) — A regional place during the three years that
church official who has been Chamberlain worked with the
cleared of a sexual misconduct Louisville-based General
charge says he is relieved to
Assembly staff.
finally have the matter resolved.
Chamberlain said he did not
The allegation forced the Rev.
it would help the church
believe
W. Clark Chamberlain of Hous"to have a high official under
office
top
the
from
resign
ton to
suspicion."
of the Presbyterian Church
On Sunday, a day after the
being
(U.S.A.) one day after
s decision was
committee'
elected to the post this summer.
a regional meeting
at
announced
But a five-member church judiin Houston, Chamberlain said he
investigated
that
cial committee
felt vindicated.
the claim announced this
weekend that it had exonerated
"I hope the healing can hapChamberlain.
pen now on all sides.... It takes a
"I am delighted, of course, to
lot of healing to get over this,"
have my named cleared," Chamhe said. "I have great fear that
berlain said Sunday.
for some people an accusation of
Chamberlain was elected June
this sort never quite goes away."
9 as stated clerk of the church at
its General Assembly.
The Special Disciplinary ComPortraying himself as an outmittee of Inquiry of the Presbytsider, Chamberlain unseated a
ery of the New Covenant in TexMyra Yates, left, and Carol Bylaska of the Murray State Women's
two-term incumbent, the Rev. as concluded there was no basis
Society look over the mailings of the Sept. 22 Salad Supper to be
James Andrews, who had been
to the allegations against Chamheld at Myra Yates' home at 1544 Oxford Drive. Other members
endorsed by the assembly's nomberlain, a philosophy professor
helping with the event are Jennifer Young, Fugen Muscio, Betty
inating committee. The stated
administrator of the denomiand
clerk represents the church before
Brockway, Jane Sisk, Vicki Jones and Rose Carpenter.
national synod presiding over
such bodies as the National Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas and
Council of Churches and the
Louisiana.
World Council of Churches.
But a day after his election,
"There was no probable
Chamberlain announced he would
grounds for pursuing any
not accept the post, citing charges," the Rev. Jack Boelens
and personal" reasons. of Houston, general presbyter and
"weighty
him for
BETHEL, Ky.(AP) — Several children, "who qualify
then elected to a stated clerk for the Presbytery of
was
Andrews
benefits,"
Kentucky farmers featured in a $21,000 in welfare
third term.
the New Covenant, said Sunday.
national television program about Sawyer said.
case is closed."
"The
for
looking
he's
says
"He
welfare fraud were stunned by
Later in June, Chamberlain
food
on
been
he's
but
work,
abuse.
rampant
the portrayal of
or seven years," said he stepped aside after being
The farmers found their way stamps six
"And he admits told that a church worker in
reported.
Sawyer
when
into the national spotlight
keeps having child- Louisville would file a sexualKentucky native Diane Sawyer that unless he
that supports him harassment complaint against
welfare
the
ren,
and an ABC news crew took hidhim. The incident allegedly took
eventually disappear."
den cameras to 30 welfare offices will
and other sites nationwide. ABC
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — No
showed several people cheating
ticket matched the six numbers
the system on Thursday's segdrawn in Saturday's $4 million
ment of "PrimeTime Live."
Lotto Kentucky game, and lottery
"I could got believe there was
said the prize for Wedofficials
that much welfare fraud," said
game would be $5
nesday's
County
Bath
Judy Thomas, a
seven! And when Bobby Wolff and
South dealer.
Bob Hammen ofthe Aces were North- million.
tobacco farmer featured on the Neither side vulnerable.
The numbers were 3, 20, 21,
South, &hey bid the hand exactly the
NORTH
program. "Seeing that really
38 and 48.
22,
made
seven!
and
also
way
same
4.
A
me."
shocked
The lottery said 25 tickets
There was no strong feeling at
1PAKQJ 104
Thomas had to hire two men in
the time thateither North-South had matched five of six numbers to
•986 3
their 60s to help with the tobacco
done anything wrong by raising three win $963, while 1,405 matched
7
A
,
41
ablemany
because
harvest
to four, although the odds in four of six for $48.
spades
EAST
WEST
bodied people were unwilling to
making seven were about 3
of
7
J
favor
6
54
+
cited
ABC
work, the show said.
97
to
1.
V
65
V
Thomas and others as examples
When the Italian team played the
•5 4 2
•AKQJI0 7
of the mounting anger among farsame hand against Indonesia, they
5
6
8
•K
9
2
4
J
•
mers who have difficulty finding
found a way to reach the grand slam.
SOUTH
workers for the annual tobacco
With Benito Garozzo North and
•K Q 10 98 3 2
harvest.
Giorgio Belladonna South, the bid•8 32
Farmers often complain that
ding went:
•—
people choose not to work rather
North East
South West
+ Q 103
Pass
4+
than have their unemployment or The bidding:
Pass
3*
Pass
Pass
Dble
4•
welfare benefits reduced.
North East
South West
5 NT Pass
Redble Pass
Pass
4+
The program featured a Bath 3*
Pass
7+
Pass
County man as an example of one Pass
Four clubs was a cuebid inferenwho has little incentive to work Opening lead — king of diamonds.
Some hands played in the annual tially accepting spades astrumps and,
under the system.
The film showed squalid con- world championships prove to be at the same time, requested South to
ditions for the man and his eight downright embarrassing to the par- bid his controls, if any.
Four diamonds was also a cuebid,
ticipants. For example, consider this
deal from the 1973 match between showing a diamond control. The subthe Dallas Aces,who were the defend- sequent redouble by South confirmed
ingchampions,and another U.S.team first-round diamond control.
Five notrump was the grand slam
consisting of Paul Soloway, John
Swanson, Jeff Rubens, Andy force,asking South to bid seven spades
Bernstein and the father-son combi- if he had two of the top three trump
nation of B. Jay Becker and Mike honors. So Belladonna bid seven,
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Becker.
which he made,and the Italians proMemorial Hall on the University
When Soloway and Swanson were vided another dramatic example of
of Kentucky campus will reopen North-South, they got to four spades their excellence in the field of slam
next week after repairs caused by in the manner shown,easily making bidding.
a fire started by lightning.
Tomorrow: Any port in a storm
Firefighters returning from a
false alarm Friday morning on
the UK campus spotted the fire.
Memorial Hall was built in
1928 as a tribute to the Kentuckians who died in World War I.
UK uses a sketch of the building's tower inside its campus
logo.
As a precaution, UK moved
classes from the building Friday.
The building is insured, but UK
spokesman Ralph Derickson said
UK does not know how much the
repairs will cost.

Welfare abuse stuns farmers

Lotto Jackpot
climbs to $4 million

Contract Bridge

Famous Hand

Memorial Hall to
reopen after fire

Calf Today
Professional
Real Estate

Office
Located Inside
Joe Sad& Carpet

rot

"I want your
real estate business"
'Total Commitment
to Service'

Hal Nance - Broker
(502) 759-1591

Make ONE Stop Do It All
Fast Friendly Service •76 Gasoline • Ky Lottery•Cigarettes(Lowest
Legal Carton Price, Specials, Coupons SE FREE Gifts)• Groceries •
Snacks • Coffee • Sandwiches • Drinks • Ice Cream • Food Stamps
Accepted • Most Major Credit Cards Accepted.

OPEN 7 DAYS • 24 HOURS
811 Sycamore, Murray • 753-7333

To report local news: 753-1916

HAVE YOU RENEWED
YOUR PAPER?
Due to the postage increase and supply
costs we are now only sending out one
renewal notice per month.
When you receive your subscription order
blank to renew your paper please pay no
later than the 24th of the month. This will
help keep the cost ofthe paper from going up
and insure you that your service will not be
interrupted.

the
rray Ledger & Times

Available on
all 1992 Taurus
Sedans and Wagons

hat

Military use of
airports studied
EVANSVILLE, Ind. (AP) —
The Senate has endorsed a proposal to study the military's use of
civilian airports following the
crash of a Kentucky Air National
Guard C-130 cargo plane in
Evansville earlier this year.
The Senate endorsed the study
as part of several committee
defense proposals, Sen. Dan
Coats, R-Ind., a member of the
Armed Services Committee, said
Saturday.
No money has been appropriated for the project yet, but it
will be included in the 1993
Defense Department budget.
The C-130 crashed Feb. 6
while practicing takeoffs and
landings at Evansville Regional
Airport. It crashed into a nearby
motel-restaurant complex, killing
the five crewmen and nine people
on the ground.
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DEADLINES
2 days in advance
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DeatilineS are
Monday Edition
Tuesday Edition
kVednesday Edition
Thursday Edition
Friday Edition
Saturday Edition

21, 1992

Classified
TO PLACE AN AD CALL

arid are as follows:

Friday 3 p.m.
Saturday 10
Monday 3
Tuesday 3
Wednesday 3
Thursday 3

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found
\I
Help Wanted
Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

130
140
151.)
155
160
165
17T'
1 •!_)
2ou
210

\'acuum
SewIng
Sports

Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

CIVX t•I

-

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

120
230
250
290
530

ts

Sales
N1-1.le Homes For S3le
For Sale Or Lease
. Home Loans
Real Estate
.Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

MISCELLANEOUti
410
540
560
570
240

W.i: t. :
1,1

470
40
4'5
490
49.-)
So))
510

Notice

The general area to which revenue in excess
of 1991-92 revenue is to be allocated is as
fol:ows: instruction, $16,114. The General Assembly has required publication of this advertisement and the information contained herein.

INVITATION TO BID FOR
GASOLINE AND DIESEL
The Calloway County Board of Education will
receive sealed bids for gasoline and diesel for the
Calloway County School District until 1:30 p.m.
on the 29th of September 1992.
Specifications will be on file in the Calloway
County Board of Education office building,
2110 College Farm Road, Murray, Kentucky,
and interested bidders may obtain the necessary
flrins there.

Need A Miracle?
-In your body
-in your home
-in your emotions
-in deliverence from
alcohol & drugs

Miracle Sunday
Is Coming
Sept. 27th
10:30 Service

First Assembly
of God
Hwy. 94E

We believe in the God
of Miracles.
You are invited'
AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza
fresh salads sandwiches
gyros Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
4 74 81 19
Tues
1 -O649-3804

ly Sty It
Lb: amid tit
Antiques & Gilts
Furnrture cinched tin
lights. herb wreaths &
SWIGS, country tenet
strimar• croda Father
Christmas a herel
Caw by end browse!
121 bath te Old Seise
Wed.-S. 104 p.m
Sun. 2-S pm

66

Eviary Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Deers apse at 1,401

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY as west to Jorirny Robertson Rood.
mufti as Sq. Halo Rood, nee an Sq.Is Rost 114 mist

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
Ifyou are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue" basis(no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give use call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinorille Fed. Seviags Building
Ttli at Ma* Murray, Ky.

VCR Service
ii,..„(i.
Ward-Elkins
753-1713
Translate and
Transcribe
Old German Script
Have References
Call Doris, Kramer
753-1 116
BOOK Shelf Paris TN of
lers large assortment of
new and used books at /i
tie new price Traders wet
corned 901-642-5188

LEARN TO DRI,1
TRACTOR • TRAILERS
elsitifoaCIVZ rente
$1111111•111 11111111111.11 1111114:01/9

ALLIANCE

TRACTOR

I'ti•LE01 firtAIMP3
tle••••1.I•

1-800-334-1203

YOU Dig Mum field now
open AU colors $200 to
Hours
$1 00 each
3 30-8 00pin Take 94 W to
Charley Thurman Rd turn
right, 1St house on the right
rall Cornell

No age bma to apply If
your present policy is
Over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information cal

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
Ices lona awe ismer

Ugly Duckling
Rent-A-Car
Lowest rates In
t"wri

8"

9"

1
10'

8.00

16.00 24.00 32.00

40.00 48.00 56.00 64.00

72.00 80.00

3

10.00 20.00

30.00 40.00

50.00 60.00 70.00 80.00 00.00 100.00

4

15.00 30.00 45.00 60.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

5

18.00 34.00 54.00 72.00

90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

6

200.00
20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 109.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00

Kea
WINItad

Maks
For Solo

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
25e per word $5.00 minimum let day.
5e per word per day for each additional consecutive day.
go into Shoot:ohs Guide.)
$1.75 extra for shopper (Tuss. Classifiedsbox
ads.
$2.00 extra for blind

211

SECRETARIAL- part time 8FT pool table with acceshelp wanted for growing sories, $800. 489-2570
local insurance office
Basic office skills including BRUNSWICK Madison 9ft.
computer required. Insur- pool table. New $4000, sell
ance expenence helpful. $1200. 437-4261 days.
This position will work into 488-2336 nights.
full time employment. This
is an immediate opening. COOPER Ores with miSend resume in confidence leage warranty. Lifeline
AVON OPPORTUNITY.
miles.
to Insurance, P.0 Box Classic 60,000
Proven sales methods from
Monogram 50,000 miles.
42071
KY
Murray,
1040-J,
a lop representative UnTrendsetters 40,000 miles.
limited potential Part time WANTED LPN tor busy Warehouse Tire, 400. Inor full time 753-0171
medical office Compete- dustrial Road, Murray.
live salary and good bene- 753-1111.
or
full
Hygientist.
DENTAL
fits Send resume to P 0
part time Send hand writ- Box 1040-I, Murray, KY FRESH Kentucky Lake catfish, live or dressed. Murray
ten resume to 324 Tyson, 42071
Parts, TN 38242
Bait Co., 753-5693

Now
Furnishings

Miscellaneous

THEM'S BARGAIN BIN
1109 Pogue Ave.
759-9940
Clean Used Furniture. Appliances. and Met Items
Use Our Layaway Pion
Now Renting Nintendo

165
Antiques
NOW open - The May Berry
Antique Mall, 114 W.
Broadway, downtown MayKy. Open
field,
9.30am-5:00pm, Monday Saturday.. 1 .00pm-5-00pm,
Sunday. 247-1979

COINS and STAMPS we
popular. A new selection of
stamps is now available at
The Book Rack (in Murray
at Dixieland Shopping Center) and Decades Ago (in
Hazel). These stores also
sell coins, proof sets, silver
dollars. collector supplies.
You may also visit us at
Toonerville Trolley (in
Hazel), Treasure House
(Southside Manor in Murray) and the Mercantile
(Aurora) We buy coins and
stamps and appraise estates. CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS, 753-4161.

250
Business
GUN SAFES by Liberty, the
DO you need a JOB, or do
best on the market Model
Services
you need help,in making
200
on display at Simmons
-positive- advances for the
Sports
Investigator
PRIVATE
Security Systems, 810 Syfuture? We have 22 JOB
Equipment
of cleaning, ex- camore St., Murray, KY.
D.B A Confidential InvestiOPENINGS for people be- 6 HOURS
Shopcellent references, avail 753-9403. Bring this ad and T
C. HAWKEN 45cal with gations, Southside
tween the ages of 16-22
437-4928
*102,
only
Suite
Tuesdays
Center,
ping
in
not
safe.
are
any
off
receive $1.00
years, if you
supplies, $225. 2 G
3pm
Expires 10/20/92. M-F. Loomis. 6'4' fishing rods, Murray. 753-2641
school Call 753-9378 five after
days a week between CUT this out and save my 9W-2:30.
$65/ea 759-1457
270
8 00am-3 00pm We are an number Do house cleancasupplies,
HUNTING
Mobile
FOUND Miniature Dober- EOE This protect is funded ing. call Betty. 474:2131. or
210
men
tor
clothing
Homes For Sale
man male black and tan
by the Western Kentucky leave message Have mouflage
and boys, army boots, insuin Elm Grove Subdvn
Private Industry Council references
Firewood
12x60 ON 100x467 lot with
lated hunting boots, shot753-7580
JTPA
436-2758
outbuildings.
Jerry's
rifles.
and
guns
TodCare
sale
Child
for
NANA'S
A FIREWOOD
LOST appliance dome, EXPERIENCED painters, dlers, pre-schoolers Sporting Goods, 6th and 437-4667
2br, 2 bath,
14x70
1983
Murray area Reward of- residential lobs, local con- and after school
Walnut, Mayfield. KY
central h/a 753-4523
days
after
753-8505
fered
tractor 753-9382
6 30am-5 30pm, Mon-Fri, IMB compatible computer,
753-7739 nights
1987, 14x70. EXTRA nice,
5Prn
25 years experience Lim- 640K ram, 20 meg hard
must be moved, must sell
now,
Call
openings
ited
LOST %wiener dog on HELP Wanted Earn up to
drive, CGA color monitor,
753-4459
Launng Rd Please call $500 per week assembling 753-5145
DOT Matrix printer, lots of
in-demand products in your SEWING jobs wanted, in- software. $750 759-1545 GIBSON Lespaul studio
492-8509
NEED LOTS OF
home No experience Info cluding formal wear
guitar, Peavey amp., hard
or 759-9940.
ROOM?
504-646-1700 Dept 753-1061
case, like new, $600 obo.
KILLS FLEAS! By EN- 753-6986.
See this spacious
P2021
for
Killers
Flea
WILL do ironing in my FORCER
28x80 with 4 bedJOIN the new Avon It's not home Call 474-2131. ask pets, home and yard. Guar- PIANO tuning and repair,
rooms, den with firelust pin money, it's real for Betty or leave phone anteed effective Buy EN- 753-2099
place, study or nursery
money $20 kits Door to number
FORCER at Murray TV
in master suite, and
expert serWANTED
tuning,
PIANO
door unnecessary AssisHome and Auto Hardware,
much more! Built with
John GottsExperienced person
Manager, WILL stay with sick or el- North Side Shopping vice and repair.
tant
durability and energy
applique
&talk, 753-9600.
to sew &
experience
shift,
arty
derly,
3
1-800-866-224
Center
efficiency, this home
Apply in person only.
and references. Call
WOOD clarinet for sale,
has vinyl siding, storm
licensed opti- 753-4590.
clothes,
your
KENTUCKY
make
us
LET
Bold Liquidators
$189. For more information
windows, 2x6 walls
Caplab
finishing
Uniforms
for
cian
repair.
and
alter
308 Main St. • Murray
call 759-4934.
maximum insulaand
rentals,
able of training other perand sportswear,
1 10
tion, plus many more
sonel, in Opticianry. that
gowns and tuxedos. Ruth's
240
superior features!
CERTIFIED Nursing Assis- will be capable of passing
See and Sew, Country
Instruction
tant needed. 7-3, 3-11 the Kentucky State Board
Bargain
Square, 1608 N. 121. MurMiscellaneous
shifts Excellent benefits in- of Opticians Please send BLUEGRASS Banjo les- ray. 753-6981.
Center
Home
cluding bonus pay. compe
resume to H C Denham, sons. $700. 753-1487.
GENEOLOGY. If you
Hwy. 641 South
MILLIONMurray,
S
121h,
Move salary Apply in perIMLUONAIRE
D.O 312 N
would like your family his(Camden Hwy.)
COMPUTER Technology
son. Mon -Fri . 9am 5pm, KY 42071
AIRES, PANGBURN'S
Kelly
call
Computer
Paris, TN
researched,
tory
Inc
Plus,
Haws Memorial, Holiday
CANDY IS BACK IN MUR901444-1178
PARK RANGERS Game courses, seminars, and RAY. Charlie's Safe-T 753-3993, Calloway, MarLane Fulton KY
Open Sundays!
shall or Graves Co
wardens. security, mainte- computer programming. Pharmacy.
nance, etc No exp neces- 750-9158.
Toyota of Murray, Inc.
MURRAY tractor mower,
sary For information call
140
36' cut $350. 437-4641.
219-769-6649. ext 7159,
Is now accepbng agWant
9arnaprn. 7 days
gressive applicants to
RATS OR MICE? Buy ENTo Buy
TechniService
FORCER Products GUARfill a
PLUMBERS, licensed and
insured for a large number 1982 OR newer trailer with ANTEED! To kill rats and
cian position. We ofof scattered saes housing central h/a and lot. $9000 MKS. Available at: Murray
fer an excellent benin the Paducah area Call range. Within 10 miles of True Value Home and Auto
a
and
efit package
Hardware, North Side
Murray Call 753-1106
502 554 3267
stable future with a
Shopping Center, Murray,
WAREHOUSE OR
or
PRECISION Transmission ANTIQUES by the piece
KY,
fast growing comneeds two RBA men, must collections Call 753-9433
STORAGE BUILDING
pany. AP serious applTIRES, Tires, Tires. New
have own tools and experi- alter 5pm
Tire,
Warehouse
and
used.
icants should apply in
ence Apply at 200 N 4th, CASH for mobile home
LOCATED ON INDUSTRIAL ROAD
400 Industrial Rd., Murray,
Murray
person to
each
tires $7-$12
753-1111.
50x50 with 12x14 overhead door and 1
WANTED barmaids, wait- 436-2578
Desert
U.S.
SURPLUS
service door,
resses dancers. $500 plus CASH paid for good, used
515 So. 12th St
Storm combat boots, made
Cafe.
House
Doll
weekly
pisand
shotguns,
rifles,
Murray
Pans TN 642-4297, 4-12 tols Benson Sporting in the U.S.A., new and
Monday Ihru Friday
used. sizes 6-12'6. Price
S. 12th,
range, $15-$38. Call
WANTED hostess and dis- Goods. 519
Ask for Barry Bogard
Apply in person, Murray.
759-1983, ask for Billy at
NO PHONE CALLS hwasher
Dumpiens 305 S 12th St PROPANE gas tank,500 or Murray Shoe Repair.
1000 gallon, in good condi753-8625 or
tion
753-0411

TO hees at law and next o
kin of Mary Witherspoon
My person having knowledge of the names, addresses Or whereabouts of
any heir at law and next of
Ian of lAery Witherspoon,
deceased, please contact
Natalie 0 Moodie at tie
law office of Hurt and
Jones. 753-1268.

CANCER
INSURANCE

7'

2

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
x DOLL HOUSE x
CAFE
v
x
Exotic Dancers
X
,
A Her/. 79 East Pans, Tenn. A
XMon..Sai 2.12 Midnight X
X
901-642-4297
X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Lordy, Lordy
little Rita's

if

5"

4"

060

The Murray Independent Board of Education will hold a public hearing in the Board
Office, 814 Poplar St., Murray, Ky., on
Monday, September 28, 1992, at 12 noon to
hear public comments regarding a proposed
genera/ fund tax levy of 36.0 cents.
The general fund tax levied in fiscal year
1991-92 was 36.1 cents and produced revenue of $771,413. The proposed General
Fund'tax rate of 36.0 cents is expected to
produce $787,527 for 1992-93. Of this
amount, $133,679 is from new and personal
property. The compensating tax rate for
1992-93 is 35.5 cents and is expected to
produce $776,589-

3"

5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00 30.00 35.00 40.00 45.00 60.00
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TRANSPOR'IATION

024

753-4199

Display Ads
40% Discount Raid Run. 60% Discount 3rd Run.
iAll 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Penod
column inch extra for Tuesday.
$1-75
Days

Rental
Homes For Rent
:!•5 Mobile liome Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
.
. Want To Rent
.11u
Apart merits For Rent
320
Rooms For Rent
. Houses For Rent
i10
For Rent or Lease

Moire

Look out world
she's on the scene
Regina Williams
has turned 16!!

(Effective Jan 2, 1991i

SERVICES

REAL ESTATE

ran

GLASS Replacement
Works for autos homes,
businesses, glass repair,
plus glass table tops, and
mirrors For walls bathrooms beveled and plain
edge Mirror and Glass
Specialist 641 North Ph
753-0180

Classified Ad Rates

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.

NIERCIIANDISE
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles Fr S.it
App:..17:it•S
Home Furn:s:.:ngs

380

IMIll
INEEKEEBEREE
. Farm Equipment

753-1916

a.m.
p m
p.m.
p.m.
p m.

ADJUSTMENTS
insertion of their ads
Advertisers are requested to check the first
be responsible for
will
Times
for any error. The Murray Ledger &
should be reported immedierror
Any
Lariertion.
incorrect
one
only
ately so corrections can be made.

753-6910

\ 01 R Al) COULD BE 11ERE
CALL 753-1916

FOR RENT

Toyota of Murray

753-5976

11111111111111111

RJR ROME REPAIRS

USED and antique furniture, glass, tools, quilts.
474-2262. 901-6424290.
WANTED Spinnet piano
Call 436-2850 after 4pm

Murtoy-Collowoy County Hospital a leader in
proisding quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee announces
the following lob openings
PHYS/CAL THERAPY ASSISTANT An exciting
opportunity for tie qualified applicant We offer a
wide range of work experiences
Must be a graduate of a 2-year Physical Therapy
Assistant curriculum accredited by the A.P.TA.
and possess or be eligible for a Kentucky license.

For details contact:
Personnel Dept
(502)762-111N
F qual opprxtunliv
rnpa,rye"

WU&
CUMAY
CEA=
Mfg&

803 Poplar Street • Murray Kentucky 43071

18x33x4 ABOVE ground
pool with MI accessories
Call after 5pm. M-F
435-4165

16 FULL size wood baby
beds, $100/*a. Call
753-5227.
COUCH and chair, end
labia and cones Mies gold
tons*, $150/11. Sears dishwasher, $150. Dining
table with 6 chairs, $200.
753-9376 leave message.

General Repairs, Painbng and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding
Robert J.
Rutherford

(502) 753-0468

COUCH that makes a
queen size bed. 4924338

DAYBED in good condition.
474-2006.
$150.
4 LUG Ores, 1100-20, 18
PR, -80-90% rubber. new QUEEN size waterbed with
radial steering tire, frame and heater
11:00-20-16PR. Call 753-3982
753-1111 for further date*
SLEEPER sectional sole.
arid price.
gray/blue. $700. Table
lamp. 650. King size
ALFALFA hay, sq. boles walsibed w doom dust
346-2196.
$350. 7634066.
SOCIAAD Mans and'x- WINGBACK chair w/
Joe. We had lop caornen, brie* leer tamp,
sot grovel, M dn, while cone, table, $1101
11
.
rook rip rap 750-1629.
753-3877 after Sprn

FOR RENT
Mini Storage
Sizes
4 X 10
10X20
5 X 4
5 X 10
Located behind Pet-tro Gas Station
641 North
753-3195
753-5585
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CLASSIFIEDS
Mobile
Home For Rem

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Houses
For Rial

2 OR 3br, water, applianoes furnished REVIelfi
Courts. Coleman RE,
753-9898
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distance to college. 753-5209.

Jerry Pendergrass
is now associated with
HOME
BARGAIN
CENTER in PARIS,
TN II you're interested
in buying a manufactured home, and you
haven't shopped with
us, come on over and
let Jerry show you our
wide selection of 14'
wides, 16 wides &
double wides, plus
several used homes
and repos to choose
from. Some 1992's left
at great sale prices,
and 1993's arnving
daily. Big selection.
great pnces, dependable service & friendly
folks - What more can
you ask?

Bargain
'Home Center
of
at
ray
en-

Hwy. 641 South
(Camden Hwy.)
Pads, TN
901-644-1176
Open Sundays!

SO
VOf
as
at
(in
use

CUMMINGS Meter Poles
• Specializing in mobile
home electric services. 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435-4027.

to
sb
02

285
Mobil*
Nome Lots For Rent
MOBILE Home Village,
available now $75/mo., includes water Coleman RE
753-9898
320
Apiftlainal
For Nat
1, 2, 3 or 4BR furnished
apartments, nice, near university. 753-6111 daytime,
753-0606 nights.
1 OR 2br apts. new downtown Murray. 75.3-4109.
2BR apt, stove, refrigerator, furnished, under
$300/mo Coleman RE,
753-9898
28R, central hie, w/d hookup, no pets, non-smoker,
641 South. 492-8634.
2BR duplex, carport, central h/a, nice neighborhood,
available 10/1/92. Coleman
RE, 753-9898.
28R duplex, new, lease
and deposit required
753-3672 after 5pm.

2BR duplex, Northwood Dr
LARGE selection of Pre- 753-7999 after 6prn
'Oivned Mobile Homes:
2 HOUSES and 2 apart4-10' wides, 7-12' wides,
ments Call 753-9669 or
i 9-14' wides, and 1 double
753-8101
! wide to choose from. Priced
to sell! Dinkins Mobile ALMOST new 2br apart. Homes, Inc., Hwy 79 E. ment with garage, central
Pat*, TN. 1-800-642-4891
h/a, appliances. Quiet area.
: The Housing Leader!!
$450/mo 753-8096 or
753-2633
NEW 16x80, 3br, 2 baths,
extra insulation (R-22, EXTRA large, 2br, waiter
R-11, R-11), storm door, furnished, $305/mo.
storm windows, delivered, 753-6733 after 5pm
double-blocked and tied
down for only $19,900 in- FURNISHED apts. 1 or 2br.
Apts.
cluding central heat and air! Zimmerman
Dinkins Mobile Homes, 753-6609.
Inc., Hwy 79 E., Paris, TN. HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
1-800-642-4891. The KY, is now renting. You
Housing Leader!!
must be 62, handicapped,
or disabled. New 1 and 2br
units. 502-527-8574 for
MOM information. Equal
CHEAPER
Housing Opportunity.
THAN RENT!
1993 14x50 including
LUXURY 2br duplex, firestove, refrigerator and
place, large deck, garage
setup only $9995, payw/electric opener
ments less than $100
753-3742 after 5pm
per month!! Need
NEW 2br duplex, carport,
more room? 1993
appliances, energy effi16x60 including stove,
cient deck No pets. Lease,
refrigerator and setup
$400/mo 753-7457.
only $12,900, payTAKING applications for
ments less than $133
section 8 rent subsidized
per month!!
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms Apply Hilldale Apts.
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113 EHO
Hwy. 641 South
(Camden Hwy.)
330
Paris, TN
Rooms
901-644-1176
For Rent
Open Sundays!
DIRECTLY across from
MSU, sleeping rooms,
$250, furnished, includes
utilities, kitchen, washer,
dryer priviledges. No pets.
753-8191

Bargain
Home Center

Ave-0

sin

3E0

280

211

Rs*
litsta

2BR lake ft dock and more
59,000/ Lake view lot or Ky
lake, one of best, 45,000
4BDRM house, con be re- Lake front cottage, new
n184 as duplex, nice yard dock, 39,900/ 278 A 98 A
and carport Call 762-44113 crops wild file 150,000 / 2br
days or 753-7210 after home 50 A row crop,
5pm, ask for Kara
80,000 I 6br, 3b1,3300 soft
AVAILABLE September 6, UP,69,900./ 2br, lba base1992, 3br, 2 baths, brick ment horn., NICE, 29,900 /
house, $400/mo Call 4be, lbr NG heat CE air
city water, 32,900/ 2br
753-7890
2ba, brit FP, rec rm, in
BEAUTIFUL 3br home in ground pool, NICE,
Panorama Shores. 611,900./ Bob Haley, RE/
615-358-3820 alter 5pm
MAX, 753-SOLD
SPACIOUS, 5bdrm, 2bIti 60x30 AND 30x40 comhouse, almost entirely turn- mercial property on
ished!Great for large family 150x200 lot on 121,
or students. Call 762-4483 $40,000 with owner financduring day or 753-7210 af- ing. 3br at 209 N LP.
ter 5pm, ask for Kara.
Miller, estate settlement
40x80 commercial bldg.,
360
central heat and air, 2 lots,
For Rent
good location, 506 S 4th
Or Lease
You have to see to believe
extra nice 4br, 2 bath, 2
this
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
lots property located near
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's. East Elementary School,
only $21,900 Contact Wil$20-$40/mo. 759-4081
son Realty, 302 S. 121h,
NORTHWOOD storage Murray. Phone 753-3263.
presently has units available 753-2905 for more CLEAN-UP shop on A
acre, $13,000. 436-2652.
information
28R on South 12th Street
753-4109

370
Ihrsstock
& SuPPlee

gess
Cos

2 OR 3br in town, nice lot,
great starter or rental
home, under $30,000
Owner wants offers! Coleman RE, 753-9898

1982 HONDA Accord
gray, good condition,
5-speed. $1200 or reasonable oiler 759-2512

BRICK house, 3br, LR,
den, kitchen, bath downstairs, 2 large rooms, bath
upstairs Also, basement,
extra large outbuilding, excellent for antique or craft
shop on 3'/4 acres on Hwy
04 East, 3 miles $77,000
753-3746

DUPLEX in town with great
income. Located at 631 N.
4th. Priced reduced to
$39,500 Call after 2pni,
753-0834

HOME with income Six
rooms, 3br, 2 bath,
screened and carpeted patio, all electric built-in
kitchen, central h/a SepaRE/MAX Properties Ltd rate entrance to upstairs, 4
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey, room and bath apt., newly
Bob Haley, Jean Bird. Bel- decorated for rental 1'4
Air Center. 502-753-SOLD, acre site, reduced to
1-800-369-5780
$49,900 759-1122

2 YEAR old AOHA Palom
ino filly, good bloodline
4-10
gorgeous head,$1200 firm.
LOW
16 mo. old filly, Am. Pain
For Sala
Registry, large, flashy
granddaughter of Jet Deck 5 ADJOINING lots for sale
Jr. and Skipper Den, near KY lake Well and
$1000. Black and white septic system already in
paint pony mare in foal to place. Ideal for mobile
paint saddle stud, broken to home. $8.500/all. Kopperud
saddle and cad, $400. Call Realty, MLSS4462
1-800-727-1062 and ask 753-1222.
for Kaye or 901-247-5716.
WOODED building lots in
9 YEAR old bay gelding, Lynwood Heights City waregistered quarter horse ter, natural gas, cablevison, 3 3/10 miles on 94
753-1684 after 4pm
west from Murray City LimHUDSON Company. Sad- its. 6% simple interest fidles, Bridles & Horse sup- nancing available.
plies. 753-4545, 759-1823, 753-5841 or 753-1566.
753-6763.
ASO
An
Farms
Pets
For Sale
I Supplies
ATTENTION Hunters 101
2 YEAR old pedigree Per
acres, 9 miles west of
sian Calico female cat. Hazel, lots of deer and
Spayed, shots, papers, de- turkey, $32,000 759-1701
clawed,$100. 759-4085 afHUNTER'S Paradise! 157
ter 5pm
acre farm in Tennessee
CHESAPEAKE Bay Re- has both mature and young
triever, AKC, 18 weeks old
forest Tendable acreage is
Excellent hunting dog,$75 in government set-aside
753-2136
program providing annual
GOLDEN Retriever pups, income of $5600. Three
AKC, light Golden Color, ponds and abundant wildlife. MLS $4402, $69,500,
$125 Retriever stock
Call Joan at Kopperud Re653-6126
alty, 753-1222.
HAVE an obedient, sate
dog for show or home.
460
Classes or private lessons.
Kornis
Serving Murray for over
For Sale
12yrs. 436-2858.
2BR house at lake, small
and cute $25,000 Leave
830
message, 436-2993
Real
Estate
FRESH on the market, 3br
KOPPERUD REALTY of home, central gas heat,
fers a complete range o central electric air, deReal Estate services with a tached garage, full basewide selection of quality ment, offered at $49,500.
homes, all prices. Kopperud Realty, MLS
#4461, 753-1222.
753-1222.

YARD
SALE
SEASON

JUST listed this attractive
3br brick ranch home with
attached garage on quiet,
no outlet, street. Lovely
shaded bedward, offered
at $51,500. Kopperud Realty, MLS $4464,
753-1222.
LOOK at me! Brick home
large lot 3 bedroom, 2
bath, central h/a, priced to
sell, upper $50's. Professional Real Estate,
759-1591 day or night.
MARTIN Heights Sub.,
1550 Mockingbird, 1988,
3br, 2ba, greatroom, FDR,
2 car garage, fenced backyard, large deck, 2200 sq.ft.
759-4116 after 5pm.

NEW house for sale at
1900 Melrose in new subdivision west of Doran Rd.
3br, 2 baths, lots of closets,
oversized garage, private
courtyard. 753-3903.
NICE 3br, 2 bath w/carport,
screened deck, above
ground pool, storage buildings, nice dog kennel, on
large lot in cella area,
$46,500. 489-2964
evenings.
OPPORTUNITY knocks
with this brick ranch with 2
large bedrooms, modem
bath, family room, living
room, and Large kitchen,
located new town on acre
lot. Just reduced to
$32,000, MLS $4091. Call
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222.
PRICE just reduced on this
3br brick home on Keenland Dr. Now offered at
$89,900. MIS $4266. Call
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222.
SPACIOUS home located
at 701 S. 16th for sale by
owner. Includes 3 or 4br, 2
baths, large FR with fireplace, LR, OR. recreation
room, carport and garage
with two dnve access on
tree-covered, half-acre corner lot Approx. 4,000 soft.
under roof, contains 3,100
living space arid ample
storage. Priced in the low
$90's. Shown by appointment only Call 753-9830.

Auto
Sonless

ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE
7.50
'12.50
15.00

NEW bug shields for pickups and vans, foreign and
domestic, dear and smoke
tint. $19.50/ea. Pick-up bed
mats, $34 Wes. Key Auto
Parts Hwy 121S 753-5500

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions
Ads must be paid in advance

Used
Com

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:
Friday 3
Monday Edition
Saturday
10
Edition
Tuesday
Monday 3
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3
Friday Edition
Thursday 3
Saturday Edition
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

1964 BUICK LeSabre,
2-door, hard top, 62.000
actual miles, $1500. 1987
Pontiac Grand Am, white,
loaded, 71,000 miles,
$6000 753-8664
1967 MOB Roadster,
52000 753-6986
1975 MG Midget convenable, new lop new stereo
489-2570
1981 BUICK Repel Lid,
brown with tan top, power
windows, $1300
753-5159

Mirrray Ledger & Times

1982 DATSUN 310 OX,
2-door coupe, $1000
437-4641

Classified Department
4I•

,

••

28', 5th WHEEL camper, BOB'S Plumbing Repair
reduced from $2900, now Service. All work guaran$2200 437-4261 days, teed. 753-1134
488-2336 nights
BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates
753-4591 after 5pm

1986 CAVALIER RS, 14' JON boat and trailer,
4-door, 80xxx miles, white, $650 437-4281 days,
auto, pb/pw, very sharp. 488-2336 nights.
$3000. 753-5691.
1985 PROCRAFT, 115hp
1986 CELEBRITY Euro, Mercury, trolling MOW,live
every avail option $2500 wells, depth finder, excelobo 35.4-6206 after 5pm or lent condition. $5800.
492-8298
leave message
1986 FORD Escort wagon, 1988 CHEETAH lie boat,
115,8', excellent condition,
air/tape, runs great
low hours, $6500 obo.
437-4023
489-2120.
1989 PONTIAC Bonneville
LE, loaded, sharp, one 1988 PROCRAFT Fish/Ski
owner, 753-5135 after boat Garage kept, low
hours, trolling motor, in69mdash depth finder and 2live
1990 BUICK LeSabre lim- wells, 115hp Yamaha enited, 35xxx miles, gray, gine, 3 new batteries
4-door, one-owner, excel- $9000. 753-0954.
lent condition, $11,300.
436-5683.
530
SIMMS
1990 FORD Thunderbird,
Offered
white w/blue interior, one
miles,
owner, 28,000
A-1 TOWN/country yard
power, air, cruise, dean
mowing,landscapingtree
$9500. Call 753-9217 after trimming,tree removal,light
69m
hauling. Free estimates
Tim Lamb, 436-2528.
1990 LINCOLN Continental, white exterior, bur- Al TREE Service. Stump
gundy interior, one owner, removal and spraying. Free
purchased and serviced estimates. 753-0906 after
locally, 36xxx miles, dual 5pm ; 759-9816, 753-0495
air bags, dual power seats, A-1 TREE removal 41 tree
lots of extras. Never da- trimming. Light hauling &
maged . 753-1323, odd jobs. Free estimates,
753-5763 after 4:30.
436-2102, ask for Luke.
CAR Stereo Installation AA TREE trimming and
753-0113. Sunset Boule- yard mowing. 436-2102
vard Music, Murray's Al- ask for Paul.
pine Car Audio Specialist,
Dixieland Center, 1 block ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
horn MSU dorms.
roofing, concrete, driveMOVING must sell, 1990 ways, painting, maintePontiac LeMans LE, auto, nance, etc. Free estimates.
4-door, am/fm, rear defrost, 489-2303.
a/c, excellent condition,
great gas mileage $5200 AL'S hauling, yard work,
tree removal, mowing. Free
obo 4-37-3065
estimates. 759-1683.

NEW 3 or 4br, LR, DR, 2
baths, central h/a, walk-in
CL, self cleaning range,
microwave, dishwasher,
disposal, oak cabinets,
over 2000 sq.ft., only
$69,750. 753-5561 or
759-1610.

Vans
1986 FORD Aerostar, excellent condition, 55,000
miles, might consider trade.
753-7389.
1990 CHEVY Astro Van,
loaded, 44xxx miles, navy
trailer. 437-4902.
FULL size 1983 Chevy
Conversion van, a/c,
cruise, am/fm cassette, excellent condition, $5500.
753-9371 after 5pm or
weekends.

son
Used
Trucks
1989 DODGE Ram, light
gray, extra chrome, one
owner, excellent condition,
low mileage Call 753-1010
after 4pen.

COLSON'S Home Repair
Remodeling, carpentry,
painting and plumbing.
436-2575 after 5pm.

COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
BULLDOZING, backhoe, 436-5560
sepoc system. Call Horace
Sholar, 354-8161 after CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service. Comipm
plete installation and serCARPET and vinyl installa- vice. Call Gary at
tion and repairs Glen Bob- 759-4754.
ber, 759-1247
DON'T wait until the last
CARPET binding and fring- minute, start your fall cleaning Enger Custom Design up now Clearing, hauling,
Carpets. 753-7614 gutters cleaned, any other
anytime.
odd robs that you've been
CARPORTS for car and putting off 753-8461
trucks. Special SUM for mornings.
motor homes, boats, RV's DRYWALL, finishing, reand etc. Excellent protec- pairs, additions and blowtion, high quality, excellent ing ceilings. 753-4761.
value Roy Hill, 759-4664
FENCE sales at Sears
CERAMIC and quarry tile now Call Sears 753-2310
installed. No Job too small
for free estimate for your
527-1470 (call collect)
needs
CHARLIE Davidson All FOR bushhogging, leveling
types of roofing and re- dirt or gravel and seeding
pairs. Torch down rubber yards, call 753-3413
roofing. 753-5812
CHIM Chlm Chimney GERALD WALTERS.
Sweeps has 10% senior Roofing, vinyl siding, paintcitizen discounts We sell ing. Free estimates. 18
chimney caps and screens years experience. Local references. 489-2267.
435-4191.

ANY remodeling, building,
painting, roofing. References. 759-1110.

ICZI

Servkiis
Offered

Sendras
Offmed

Campers

1985 HONDA Accord,
5-speed, 2-door, hatchback, $2175 obo
750-9538

BY owner. 3bd, 2A baths,
k, dr, kitchen, fireplace, finished basement with den,
utility, 2 car garage, outbuilding, satellite dish. New
aluminum siding. $70's
Pine Creek subd. in Coldwater. Call 489-2972.
Shown by appt only.

sin

510

Homes
For Salo

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers. Most parts
in stock, on my truck. All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455.
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30+ years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848.
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL. Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc. 759-4664
BILL'S bath and kitchen
refinishing, tubs and sinks,
including porcelin and
fiberglass, cultured marble
and formica repair. Recotor
appliances and countertops. 753-1484.

CUSTOM KJTCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOS' WOOOWORKING
All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY•41URRAY cashed Bunny Brea())
753-5940

l iTh'

li ,

.

,U'

:

Service on all brands window air conditioners refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - gas 8 electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Keivinator-Emerson-Brown
'Ait Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341

or

753-1270

Steele•Allbritten, Inc.
Mathis Transmission
Service
624 N. 4th St.. Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive.
overdrive. automatic 8- standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12.000 Mile Warranty

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)
Commercial
and
Residential

We Dry Up Wet Basements...Permanently!

• Atesalevaa, permanent Basement De Miami Sysienve mule n abst one den.
• Our byline, can be eas•ly nulled n both ?rushed aentombed beeements,
• No oute.de excavator. or yird repeal Installed In any..an ran a
Col Weer an nee in...caw, 4 ememetef

Systems Group
502-759-1487

Design

Basement De-Watering Systems

Gentry Painting Co.
Residential Painting
Interior - Exterior

Phone 435-4268

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

762-1100
Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service
4010,
4
Septic Tanks, Sewers & Hauling
Call lk Any-time

James C. Gallimore
Electric Service
Rt. S. Box 1075
Murray, KY 42071

Phone
(5021759.t535

Poison Calloway Co. Fire
Control & Rescue Squad

753-7588 753-6952
call:

753-1916

Mon.-Fri. 8 am.-5 p.m. Sat. 8 a.m.-12 p.m

To place your ad

ALPHA BUILDERS

Remodeling, garages, decks, porches. concrete
work chain link fences. Home maintenance

489-2303
BROTHERS
Commercial Waste LAMB
Quality Tree Service
Light Hauling, Etc.
Disposal
Dependable • Reliable • Fast service
759-4685

All Types of Refuse Service

1-800-585-6033
Bud Stewart, Route Manager

Luke Lamb 436-2102
Hours: 8-5 Sun.-Fri.
Ky 42078
P.O. Box 207 New
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Services
Offered

Benicia
Offered

Swine
Otiarad

NERAL Repair plumb
rooting tree work
4Q3 2642

Free esb
PLUMBING
mates Affordable rate
Same day service M work
guaranteed 492 8816

SHEETROCK finishing.
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492 8742

:TERING By Sears
st- irs residential and corni•cial continuous gutters
'ailed for your specificaii..,, s Cal Sews 753-2310
tree estimate

,

UK-grant goes to
Alzheimer's study

S 30

530

16t
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CLASSIFIEDS

fp

•

•••

PLUMBING electrical.
general repairs Fast and
courteous service Guaranteed satisfaction on repairs
No service charge Free
estimates 24 hour
ion
Construct
riADAVVAY
emergency service 7 days
-„i:Tie remodeling. paint- a week Senior citizens
wallpaper, carpentry, 10% discount Contact Joe
r covering No fob too at 753-7494
436 2052
REFINISHING, stripping
n '.IE improvement Spe custom woodworking
Vinyl siding win- 753-8056
s carpOrts_and patio
ROCKY COLSON Home
°sores 753-0280
Repair Roofing siding
• :7HEN CABINET RE
painting, plumbing con
'VERY existing doors 8 crete Free estimates Call
if, nes with vvoodgrain for
474 2307
-a all colors Free °Mites Wulff s Recovery
ROGER Hudson rock haul.r'ay 436 5560
ing, gravel, sand. dirt. drrveway rock 753-4645,
_ t- E S CARPET CLEAN- 753-6763
r or all your carpet and
- oistery call 753 5827 SEPTIC TANK SERVICE
Repair, replacement. new
estimates
- •ee
installation, pumping, sewnix genc-y water removal
ers footings. basements
NSED tor eiecuic and Backhoe- loader service
. s 753-7203
BRENT ALLEN 759.1515
ii,48ING repairman with
„ SEWING machine Kamm
'tr:lay service Call Kenneth
Barnhill
• or3 5255
753-2674

SURE WAY Tree 8 Stump
Removal Insured with fug
line of equipment Free es
bmates Day or night
753-5484
T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Electrical- Cleaning Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753 6111 office
753-0606 after 5pm
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed insured Estimate available
759 4690
THWEATT S Generator.
Alternator and Starter Ser
vice Route I Aimo KY
753 8742
VCR REPAiR Wood VCR
Service Center cleaning
servicing $15 most repairs
$35 New location Route 1
Alm° Open 9 12 1 5
Mon Fn , 753 0530

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
team of University of Kentucky
researchers has been awarded a
$4 million dollar grant to study
the causes of Alzheimer's
disease.
Much of the research into the
,causes of the disease — the progressive senility that affects about
4 million Americans — has
focused on genetics or environmental toxins, such as aluminum
or mercury.
But the U.K. researchers
believe that the body's own
niachinery can go awry with age
and lead to the degeneration of
bra.in cells.
The National Institute of Aging
has given the team the grant to
study its hypothesis over the next
five years.
"Something has to be found to
account for why aging is by far
and away the major risk factor
for Alzheimer's disease," said
Dr. Philip Landfield, chairman of
UK's pharmacology department

101R Al)
COULD BE
HERE
CALL
753.1916

Fisher is halfway to victory
as games shift to Belgrade
E.TI STEFAN, Yugoslavia
— Bobby Fischer is half•
• to victory in his 55 million
.;r411.,h with Boris Spassky as
:arms shift from this Mon:11:grin island to. Belgrade.
:n defeating Spassky on SunFischer's aggressive games„iriship prompted experts to say
exhibited his strongest play
s.T.,:c winning the opening game
,tt Sept. 2.
dier now holds a 5-2 lead
• or Spassky, a Russian -born
%.•:1,.:h citizen.
latch rules called for a move
the Yugoslav capital of Bel..: - ade after someone attained five
..torics A date for the 12th
„...ime was to be announced today,
ith play expected to resume in
'.e.lgrade in a week to 10 days.
The first player to take 10
-.Imes wins. The winner of the
match gets the 53.35 million top
; rile; the loser gets 51.65
-::itlion.
Fischer, 49, returned to chess
.ifter a 20-year absence since
'tvating Spassky to take the world
title in 1972.
Fischer went Sunday with his
,aal opening, the Ruy Lopez,
• ich he used in previous games
c'n playing white.

1.•

•

•
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.

•

•
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He believes that changes in the
body's handling of calcium, a
mineral- that is crucial to the
proper functioning of nerves and
the brain, may be the key to
explaining the nerve degeneration
seen in Alzheimer's patients,
which leads to the loss of memory and language and motor
skills.

0..1",••

lost-Wanted'subject
nabbed in Georgia
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
Louisville man on Kentucky's
eight most-wanted list has been
captured in Georgia.
Rocky Wayne Adcock had
been wanted by 'authorities in
Louisville and surrounding counties for seven years as a suspect
in numerous criminal cases,
including rape and burglary. FiL

Game 10 on Saturday ended in
a draw after 6k moves. That
game had been scheduled for
Thursday, but Spassky, 55,
received a postponement after
complaining of kidney problems.
Spassky led the match 2-1
before losing three consecutive
games amid blunders that experts
speculated were health -related.
The prize money has been put
up by Yugoslav businessman Jedzinur Vasiljevic, and the match is
taking place in defiance of U.N.
sanctions against Yugoslavia for
provoking civil war in BosniaHerzegov ma.

•••-••

i";"

featured three weeks ago in a
segment on "America's Most
Wanted" television show.
A rookie officer with the Georgia Tech University police
department in Atlanta unmasked
Adcock about 9 p.m. EDT Aug.
20 when he stopped Adcock as he
drove around the campus in a stolen van. After Officer Randy
Crawford checked on Adcock's
identity for about 30 minutes,
"he finally said, 'You got me.
I'm Rocky Adcock, and I'm
wanted in Kentucky,"' said
Louisville police Detective Bill
Burke.
was

Jones calls talk show
to discuss health care

Adcock was extradited to
Louisville on Thursday. He will
appear Monday in Jefferson Circuit Court.

The governor said there are
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
health-care system
Gus. Brercton Jones called a some in the
advantage of
taking
are
"who
radio talk show Sunday morning
many
charging
are
who
people,
are
health-c
his
to talk about
for a
should
they
than
times
more
proposal.
"
service.
r
particula
it's
Jones told listeners that
Those people don't represent a
important people know he
majority, he said. but those
vast
doesn't think he has all the
are are creating this trewho
the
answers but that he does have
mendous financial burden that
courage to stand up and say the
for Kentuckians. and it's
exists
issue has to be addressed now.
stop."
to
got
federal
The governor said the
Jones' plan, employers
Under
g
unwillin
either
"is
government
required to provide
be
would
or unable to address” health-care
e for all full- and
insuranc
health
to
needs
y
reform, "but Kentuck
es and to offer
employe
part-time
stand up and take the leadership
not pay for coverage for
but
role."
employees' dependents.
Jones called WHAS' "Sunday
Jones wants the plan to begin
Morning Talk Show with Joe
next July 1 and be fully impleElliott."
mented by the end of 1993. He
"We can save about 25 percent
said he wants to call a special
has
of the amount spent on health
session in November to address
care by redirecting where it's
health care.
spent," Jones said.

Japan lands first
ground troops
abroad since WWII

PORT JEFFERSON, N.Y.
(AP) — A man posed as a roadweary priest to enter and rob
Long Island rectories, Suffolk
County police say.
Aldo E. Balzami — who identified himself as an office worker
born in Uruguay — was arrested
Saturday on charges of stealing
money from a priest's room at a
Babylon rectory, said police
spokesman Officer Donald Yorie.
Balzami called the rectory on
Sept. 14 pretending to be a
church official and asked if a
traveling priest could stay there,
Yorie said. He showed op a day
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3 DAYS ONLY
(Ends Thursday, September 24, 1992)

New
1992
Chevrolet C1500
Silverado

PHNOM PENH, Cambodia
(AP) — Japan has landed ground
troops abroad for the first time
since World War II.
Eight cease-fire observers
arrived Sunday; 600 other soldiers are to arrive through
October.
The troops are to help the
United Nations accomplish its
most ambitious peacekeeping
operation ever.
As military observers, they are
to help disarm and demobilize
Cambodia's 170,000 troops and
monitor the fragile cease-fire
after more than 20 years of
conflict.
The operation is aimed at stabilizing the country for elections
by next May.
later calling himself Father Jose
Japan's parliament recently
Arcane and was given a room.
Yorie said.
passed a law allowing Japanese
The next day, a priest noticed
to go overseas despite
the
troops
missing,
was
the money
objections that this would violate
police spokesman said.
Japan's constitutional provision
Churches in the area were
against using force to settle interalerted through a diocesan news- national disputes.
letter. When a Port Jefferson parParliament agreed to limit the
ish got a similar call, police were troops' duties mainly to work
notified. Balzami was arrested such as construction and repair of
when he arrived at the parish and bridges and roads damaged durwas charged with burglary.
ing civil war.
Japan's law requires that a
Charges are pending against
e be in place before its
cease-fir
Port
him in a similar case in
be dispatched.
can
troops
said.
es
authoriti
ton,
Washing

New

1993
Chevrolet
S10

11 1111111,
.
'...11
i.
4.
_-__Amellfk
1040
4:1
1.
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Stock
#92294

V-8
Automatic

111:11•11•1•409

Stock
#93011

New 1992
Cadillac Sedan
Deville

'17,443.00
MSRP
Rebate &
2,446.12
Discount

'11,411.00

MSRP
Rebate &
Discount

1,575.89
Your Price

Your Price

94,99688
•
•
•
•

Your $
_
Price 25

41=1111

kRieSbRaPte &
Discount

$9,835h1

Stock
#92303

...•••••••
•TA•••••••••■•
AMM=111

II.IIIRI
•
•

Several to
- Choose
From

sew 1992
Oldsmobile
Achieva
'32,696.00
MSRP
S Coupe
Rebate &
7,000.00
Discount

New 1992
Geo Storm
GSI

4,530.00

Fake priest robbed rectories

•
•

Spassky, who had complained
of fatigue Saturday, opted for the
more adventurous Sicilian
Defense and then shunned the
Open Variation for a less-familiar
line.
'Fischer surprised some expert
observers with a gambit of a
pawn in his seventh move, opening up the center and lines on his
queenside. He won back the
pawn gambit on muse 16, exposing Spassky's king to a blistering
attack.
Spassky struggled to hold an
end game before resigning after
Fischer's 41st move.

and leader of a team of more than
20 researchers.
"What's unique here in Kentucky is that we're focusing on
the interaction between normal
aging and Alzheimer's," Landfield said.

FINAL LIQUIDATION

New

3,534.78
Your Price

90v,99522

696'

Stock
#92231

1992
Cadillac
Seville

'14,830.00
MSRP
Rebate &
2,869.93
Discount
Your Price

'11 960°7

-1;1!,..,

Stock
#92165

Stock
#92276

New 1992
New 1992
Oldsmobile
Chevrolet
'37,482.00
MSRP
Delta 88
n
Seda
na
Lumi
.80
7,508
Discount
Your $fin (1712o
Price LV 5 V J

I

New

Stock
#92278

Anti-lock Brakes
V-6 Engine

'16,499.00
MSRP
Rebate &
3,630.85
Discount

Stock
#92087

1992
Cadillac
Eldorado

'20,776.00
MSRP
Rebate &
3,793.87
Discount
Your Price

'16198213

Your Price

2,86815

Stock
#92203

New 1992
Demonstrator 1992 MSRP '35,292.00 Oldsmobile 98
Chevrolet S10 Discount 7,359.69 Regency Elite
Your $froy a1y)31
Blazer 4x4
LI'VOL
Price

4111?-111,41M
-A.
:
111I
.'7'•
A9
41
--41111!

MSRP
'Rebate &
Discount

Rebate &
Discount

5,262.66
Your Price

17,910

'27,780.00

MSRP

23,173.00

Stock
U92054

5,796.38
Your Price

Stock
#92148

$21 98362

Leather

"Whatever It takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

CHMETPEPPERS
Geo

600 Tyson Ave. • Hwy._799 • Paris TN loicismoode
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229 '

any manufacturer
Levi Numb* Jumbo: All prices after rebate, dealer retain*
adoWnillmilion lees additional

to dealer incentives Taxes title and
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Looking Back

Today in History
Today is Monday, Sept. 21, the 265th day of 1992. There are 101
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Two hundred years ago, on Sept. 21, 1792, the French National
Convention voted to abolish the monarchy.
On this date:
In 1866. English novelist H.G. Wells was born in Bromley, Kent.
In 1897. the New York Sun ran its "Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa
Claus" editorial in response to a letter from 8-year-old Virginia
O'Hanlon.
In 1976, Orlando Letelier, onetime foreign minister to Chilean President Salvador Allende, was killed when a bomb exploded in his car
in Washington. D.C.
In 1977, after weeks of controversy over past business and banking
practices. President Jimmy Carter's embattled budget director, Bert
Lance. resigned.
In 1981. the Senate unanimously confirmed the nomination of
Sandra Day O'Connor to become the first female justice on the
Supreme Court.
In 1989, Hurricane Hugo, with wind up to 135 mph, crashed into
Charleston, S.C.
Ten years ago: National Football League players began a 57-day
strike, their first regular-season walkout ever, that resulted in the
cancellation of 112 of 224 scheduled games. Amin Gemayel, brother
of Lebanon's assassinated president-elect. Bashir Gemayel, was himself elected president.
Five years ago: A U.S. helicopter gunship disabled an Iranian vessel, the Iran Ajr, that was caught laying mines in the Persian Gulf;
four Iranian crewmen were killed, 26 wounded and detained. NFL
players went on strike, mainly over the issue of free agency.
One year ago: An 18-hour hostage drama ended in Sandy, Utah, as
Richard L. Worthington, who had killed a nurse and seized control of
a hospital maternity ward, finally freed his nine captives, including a
baby born during the siege.
Today's Birthdays: Cartoon animator Chuck Jones is 80. Actor Larry Hagman is 61. Actor-comedian Henry Gibson is 57. Authorcomedian Fannie Flagg is 48. Former White House chief of staff
Hamilton Jordan is 48. Author Stephen King is 45. Actor-comedian
Bill Murray is 42.
Thought for Today: "We believe at once in evil, we only believe in
good upon reflection. Is this not sad?" — Madame Dorothee Deluzy,
French actress (1747-1830).

Tea years ago
Donna R. Herodon, director of
Alumni Affairs at Murray Slate
University, has been awarded a
scholarship by Council for
Advancement and Support of
Education (CASE) to attend an
institute at Franklin Pierce College, Rindge, N.H., July 18-20,
1983.
Dennis Wayne Crawford, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Iris Crawford of
Murray was sworn in Sept. 20 as
a Kentucky State trooper and
assigned to the State Police Post
at Harlan. He is a recent graduate
of the Kentucky State Police
Academy.
Fire destroyed the home of the
Brooks Watson family at Kirksey
this morning.
Dianne Armstrong Darby and
Davjd Cowan Buckingham were
married recently at Murray
Woman's Club House.

Twenty years ago
Calloway County Genealogical
Society now has copies of the
newly published book, Bible
Records of Calloway and Adjoining Counties now on sale.
Fire destroyed the mobile
home of the Phillip Bogard family at Almo on Sept. 19.
Fred Gillum, Calloway County
Extension Agent in Youth, spoke
at a meeting of Almo School
Parent-Teacher Club, according
to Mrs. Howard Huey,. president.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Wyatt,
Sept. 12, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Duane Adams and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Alfonza Hicks,
Sept. 13.
Doris Nance presented a program on "Know Your Thetas" at a
meeting of Theta Department of
Murray Woman's Club.
Thirty years ago

Murray State College Thoroughbreds lost their football season opener to East Tennessee 6 to
3
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Jackie D. Jones, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Leggeu,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Hafford
Smith and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Arvy Sims.
New officers of WMS of Flint
Baptist Church are Mrs. Paul
Hopkins, Mrs. Odell Colson,
Mrs. Macon Rickman and Mrs.
Joe Dee Hopkins.
Margaret Rae Hendon and Jerry Fred Kirkland were married
Sept. 15 at Locust Grove Baptist
Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernice B. Boyd
will be married for 50 years on
Sept. 29.
Forty years ago
An auction to benefit the Mur-

ray High School Band will be
presented over Radio Station
WNBS,according to Harold Douglass, band chairman for MHS
Parent-Teacher Association.
Members of the Young Business
Men's Club will serve as auctioneers. Irvin Gilson is band
director.
The Rev. Harrywood Gray is
being installed a sminister of
First Christian Church today.
Dre. Walter Baker, chairman of
the board, will preside.
Ann Miller, Peggy Butterworth, Wilma Warren and Joette
Lassiter have been elected as
cheerleaders at Lynn Grove High
School.
Births reported include twins, a
boy and girl, to Mr. and Mrs.
Forrest Bruton, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Cody Morris and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. D.F. Warren, Sept.
11.

Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY: I read with interest touch with my high school sweetthe letter from the fellow who won- heart, exchanging Christmas cards,
dered if he should contact his high etc. I even attended his wedding,
school sweetheart before their 20th and subsequently, my husband and
high school reunion. You advised I visited him and his wife in their
him to use whatever means he had home. Then we lost track of each
other.
to track her down. I heartily agree!
By last year, I had been divorced
When my 20th high school
reunion was approaching, I found for three years — after a rather
myself in a similar situation. I rocky marriage. I assumed that my
wanted very much to see that very high school sweetheart was still.
special fellow I had dated during married, and I looked forward to
my senior year. We had a little spat seeing him and his wife at our 20th
and I was hurt, so after graduation high school reunion. I was therefore
we drifted apart. I met a man and dismayed when the reunion commarried in haste, but I kept in mittee listed him as among those

they could not locate.
Having some idea of where he
might be living, I tracked him down
and telephoned him. I was shocked
when he told me he had been
divorced for 10 years — and even
more shocked when he told me that
he had tried to locate me several
times because he still had feelings
for me.
To make a long story short, we
got together, and we are getting
married in three weeks.
Abby. I agree emphatically that
your correspondent should follow
his heart, and I pray that he will be

Daily Comics
By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE

BLONDIE

CALVIN and HOBBES
YOu HAVE A WIZE OF A
QUESTION, sTMVAENT,
IREALL1
CMNI
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OK. 4ANDS UP
lilt ELSE
DIDt•IT Do DIE
140MEWORK
FOR TOM

I JUST WANT TO SA1 THAT.
EDUCATION IS OUR MCST
IMPORTANT it.tiESTMEK IN
TUE VuTURE., AND ITS
SCANDALOUS I40v4 LITTLE /
O.RMCATORS ARE PAID.' I

ACTUAL:I,
ID LIKE TO
SEE MORE
TV-A(14M
OUT ON Tit
SWEETS.

as fortunate as I was.
P.C. IN SAUGERTIES. N.Y.
DEAR P.C.: Please add my
prayers to yours. And may the
rest of your lives be the best of
your lives.
DEAR ABBY: Some time ago you
had a letter in your column from a
Mother who had been worrying.
about her teen-age daughter experimenting with peyote — which is
mescaline.
I was surprised that you didn't
mention the unreliability of street
drugs in your answer. When we buy
prescription drugs, we can be sure
of what they contain and that they
are what they are represented to be.
But when a person buys illegal
drugs from the criminal element.
there is no way of knowing what's
in them.
When I was in College at- Berkeley, I remernber reading about a
drug dealer who had been arrested
not far from our campus. He had
been selling a hallucinogenic substance in powder form. The students who bought it thought it was
mescaline, but aft& he was'arrested - and the stuff was analyzed, it
turned out that he had been selling
LSD!
My point is that when people
buy street drugs they are taking a
big risk. Things haven't changed
much since I was young and innocent about drugs. so please print
this for kids who may now he
tempted to buy drugs on the street.
LUCKIER THAN MOST
DEAR LUCKIER: Thanks for
sharing your experience. The
drug problem is still one of our
major problems for people of all
ages.
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

GARFIELD
THAT'S NO WAY TO
TALK TO A PERSON IN
UN!FOR M

THAT SOUNDED LIKE
THE MAILMAN

DEAR DR. GOTT: You recently
discussed seizures following DPT
shots for infants. I implore you to
mention in your column an organization I learned about quite by chance,
namely the National Vaccine Information Center NVIX/DPT, 204-F
Mill Street, Vienna, VA 22180. I would
anything for my grandchildren.
do
s
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Lottery to launch new game

Obituaries
Mrs. Pearl Brandon Kelso
Mrs. Pearl Brandon Kelso, 98,
Murray, died Saturday at
to p.m. at Murray-Calloway
Count), Hospital.
She was preceded in death by
her husband, Roy Kelso; one
daughter, Mrs. Ruth Furches; one
son. Hewlett Ray Brandon; two
sistL•rs, Mrs, Gerty Cathey and
Mr. Bertha Campbell.
Born Aug. 11, 1894, in CalloV..0 County, she was the daughter of the late Dave West and
Lovier West. She was a
in,'f',hier of South Pleasant Grove
..;,1 Methodist Church.
Rt 3,

Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Annie Lee Cooper, Rt.
4, Murray, And Mrs. Clara Mae
Trees and husband, Mahlon, Rt.
I, Murray; five grandchildren;
two great-grandchildren.
Services are today at 2:30 p.m.
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev. Jim
Alford is officiating. Music is by
the Choir of South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church
with Mrs. Oneida White as
organist.
Burial will follow in South
Pleasant Grove Cemetery.

Mrs. Mable Loving
ini:rah rites for Mrs. Mable
„lig
were Saturday at 3:30
in the chapel of McEvoy
ii Home, Paris, Tenn. John
and Roger Banks officiated.
was in Maplewood
Paris.
\Irs Loving, 87, of West View
\,.ising Home, Murray, formerly
Fast Wood Street, Paris, died
hnursday night at Murray County Hospital.
Oct. 13, 1906, in Henry
Tenn., she was the
of the late Thomas

Emerson and Betty Scruggs
Emerson. She was married in
December 1926 to Clifford Loving who died in 1957.
Mrs. Loving was a member of
East Wood Street Church of
Christ and a retired employee of
the old Mitchum Company in
Paris.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Kay Odom, one sister,
Mrs. Mae McCain, and three
grandchildren, Joshua, Schuyler
and Summer McCurd, all of
Murray.

Mrs. Idella Ross
Ross, 95, Benton,
di..k1 Sunday at 12:25 a.m, at
Long Term Care Unit of Marshall
County Hospital, Benton.
Sie was a member of Unity
Preslayterian Church.
her husband, Java C. Ross, her
rar,:hs. Mr. and Mrs. Jessie
hise sisters and three
brothers preceded her in death.
Si,rsisors include three daughters. Mrs Eural M. Lee, GilbertsMrs. Eva Beale, Flat Rock,
and Mrs. Maudlene Gant,
Mr, 'della

Benton; six grandchildren; 17
great-grandchildren; nine greatgreat-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
1 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck
and Cann Funeral Home, Benton.
The Rev. James Lawson will
officiate.
Burial will follow in Marshall
County Memory Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
Mondayi.

J.C. Russell
Final rites for J.C. Russell
were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
Murray The Rev. Heyward
Roberts and the Rev. James Garland officiated. Music was by Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Frankhouser.
Pallbearers were Larry Hurt,
James Stockdale, James Edwards,
Frank Turner, Ralph Harris and
Joe Johnston, active; Young

Lovett, Alton Ridings, Tommy
Rushing, Rudy Barnett, David
Foley, Carl Hoke, Buddy McNutt
and Terry Lawrence.
Burial
Cemetery.

was

in

Barnett

Mr. Russell, 65, of 506 Broad
St., Murray, died Friday at 4:45
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Falling steel from drawbridge
causes injuries, damages bus
CHICAGO (AP — A section
of a drawbridge under repair
inexplis,ably sprang skyward,
ramitig steel on one of Chicago's
busiest inter
ions and toppling
..onstrth.tion crane, authorities
said No serious injuries were
reported.
No traffic was on the bridge at
the time Sunday.
Six people suffered minor injuries in their rush to flee a bus at
Michigan Avenue and Wacker
Drive that was slightly damaged

by falling steel from the bridge
superstructure.
A derrick fell on a street and a
wrecking ball, smashed through
the window of a car.
City Transportation Commissioner Jeff Boyle said "it's a
mystery" what happened.
The section that sprang up,
one-fourth of the bridge surface,
had been closed for renovations.
Vehicles had been waiting to
cross the bridge while other sections of the span were raised for
a passing sailboat.

Nuclear plant says equipment safe

• --

_
- •

AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP) — The
operator of the Savannah River
nuclear weapons complex says
parts and other equipment
ordered before it took over the
plant in 1989 are safe, even
though it doesn't have the paperwork to prove it.
The Defense Nuclear Facilities
Safety Board said in a report that
Savannah River doesn't have
documents to show that key
equipment ordered before 1989
meets standards designed to prevent releases of radioactivity.
Officials can't be sure of the
equipment's reliability, the board

said. The report was obtained by
The Augusta Chronicle.
But officials at the plant, near
Aiken, S.C., across the Savannah
River from Augusta, said the
equipment, ranging from small
bolts to heavy machinery, works
properly.
Westinghouse Savannah River
Co., which took over the plant
from the Du Pont Co. in 1989,
has inspected the older parts, said
Westinghouse spokesman Tarek
Khreis.
"There is no indication that
those parts are inferior or will
cause a problem," Khreis said.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky LotterY apparently
will be the first in the United
States to launch a new bingostyle, scratch-off game that will
take an estimated seven minutes
to play.
Lottery officials plan to market
the game primarily to people who
have a little leisure time, so it
will more likely be available
beginning in November only in
restaurants, bars and bowling
alleys that have areas set aside
for lottery players, said lottery
spokesman Greg Donaldson.
The game is played much like
real bingo. On the left side of the
card will be 25 "called" num6ers that arc scratched off. On the
right half will be four small bingo cards. Varying amounts can be
won for getting a bingo, or for
multiple bingos, by matching the
numbers on the bingo cards with
the "called" numbers.
Tickets — a 2'A -by-5-inch
playing card — will sell for $2
each and offer prizes ranging
from S2 to $10,000. The odds of
winning on one card will be
about one in four, with 14 ways
to win per card.
The Kentucky Lottery Corp.

Dayton B.
Thweatt
Dayton B. Thweatt, 65, Rt. I.
Wingo, died Friday at 5:05 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
His wife, Mrs. Modell Beane
Thweatt, and his parents, Elburn
Thweatt and Eunice Mason
Thweatt, preceded him in death.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Glenda Musser, Pilot
Oak, and Mrs. Gena Work, Mayfield; four sons, Dariel Miller,
Dennis Miller and Danny Miller,
all of Benton, and David
Thweatt. Pryorsburg; one sisters,
Mrs. Antalee Arrant: and one
brother, Larry Thweatt, both of
Murray; 12 grandchildren.
The funeral was Sunday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Wingo. Windell Lain
and Gayle Barnes officiated.
Pallbearers were Dariel Miller,
Dennis Miller, Danny Miller,
Jonthan Miller, Todd Miller and
Jeffrey Miller. Burial was in
Price Cemetery.

Norman Jay
Kemmerzell

directors approved the game on
Friday.
About 5 million bingo-game
tickets will be printed initially;
the press run for most instant
games is about 12 million tickets.
The bingo lottery game has
proven popular in parts of Canada, but Kentucky lottery officials
believe this is the first time the
game is being tried in the United
States.
The game is aimed at broadening the base of players, but lottery officials said they are not
specifically trying to reach regular bingo players. The new game
'can't duplicate the live experi.

ence of being at a bingo hall,"
Donaldson said.
Lottery officials said they plan
other niche games — those
directed at specific geographic
areas or types of players.
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Two men fatally
shot at Clark farm

Norman Jay Kemmerzell, 30,
New Concord, died Sunday at
6:15 p.m. at Dresden, Tenn.
Survivors include his mother,
Mrs. Loretta Kemmerzell, Hamlin; one sister, Mrs. Kim Ziescr
and husband, Kelvin, Guthrie
Center, Iowa; one brother, Jimmy
Kemmerzell, Murray; one niece,
Alicia Zieser.
Blalock -Coleman Funeral
Home will be in charge of
arrangements.
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Lewd lawyer
took liberties
BATON ROUGE, La. (AP) —
The Police Department's lawyer
asked exotic dancers and escorts
to bare their breasts when they
sought licenses to ply their trade,
police say.
Richard Redd, 46, was booked
Wednesday on a charge of malfeasance in office, which carries
up to five years in prison and a
S5,000 fine, police said.
According to court papers, two
informants applied for escort
licenses in August while police
secretly recorded their conversations with Redd.
Redd allegedly asked one to
show her breasts after he notarized her license. He allegedly
took several photographs of the
other, including a nude shot, after
finishing the paperwork for her
license.

WINCHESTER, Ky. (AP)
— Two Clark County men
were fatally shot at a farm in
western Clark County near the
Fayette County line, officials
said.
The victims were identified
as Johnnie Long. 43. and his
cousin. Bobby Neal, 41. Both
died of multiple gunshot
wounds, officials said.
Clark County Deputy Coroner E.L. Edgington said they
were killed at about 8 p.m.
EDT Saturday at Long's
father's farm. The victims
were pronounced dead at the
scene.
WLEX-TV in Lexington
reported Sunday night that
police charged three migrant
workers, who did not work at
the farm, with capital murder
in the deaths.
Arrested were brothers
Juventino Tovar, 23, Juan
Tovar, 22, and Martine Tovar,
21, the station reported. A
woman who was with the
Tovars was questioned but not
charged.
Investigators said Juan
Tovar had been wanted for a
murder in Georgia less than a
month ago, WLEX said.
The three were being held in
jail in Clark County with
arraignment scheduled for
today.

Having babies among dolphins denied
their children in small plastic
pools at Eilat's Yoseftal Hospital.
Dr. Eilon Lachman, head of
Yoseftal's obstetrics and gynecology ward, said one of the woman
gave birth on Saturday night.

JERUSALEM (AP) — The
first of six British women who
had hoped to give birth among
dolphins in the Red Sea delivered
a baby boy at an Eilat hospital
instead.
The women's plans to deliver
in a glass-walled pool among the
dolphins were canceled after
Israel's Health Ministry ruled
that they could not give birth in
an unlicensed facility.
The women agreed to have
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Call For Appointment
753-8055

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
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EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
TWO
MEDIUM

TWO
LARGE

10-Topping
Pizzas

10-Topping
Pizzas

'10"

The women's physician, Dr.
Gown Motha, believes children
born among dolphins might be
more in tune with nature and perhaps be able to communicate
with the intelligent mammals.

Choice of Toppings

'Did you know you can choose the exact
funeral arrangements you want?"

Fresh Provolone

Spicy Italian

Fresh Bell Peppers

Cheese
Fresh Cheddar

Sausage
Canadian Style

Mild Sausage
Fresh Mushrooms
Fresh Chunky

Cheese

Bacon
Black or Green

Pepperoni Slices
Burger

Olives

Tomatoes
Fresh Onions
Jalapeno Peppers

COUPON SPECIALS
TWO
LUNCH
BUFFETS

TWO
DINNER
BUFFETS

$5.99

$6.99

Wallin! coupon
,ogs:ao
Eml.,
•• 1 2/3 192

,

Large
One Topping
Pizza

$6.99

each

Original Cruel
Must present coupon
register
Espies 1213192

Must present couPon
at register
Expires 1213102
011.

Keith York, James Coleman and Kelvin York
When you pro-arrange your funeral, all the details are
up to you.
Well explain your choices to you,and give you the costs. You
make the decisions, so your family won't have to later during a
naturally stressful time.
Then, to make sure they don't inherit•bill, you can pre-pay
your arrangements through the Family Considerations program.
Call or come by today. Well be happy to help you plan the
arrangements you choose.

TWO
LUNCH
BUFFETS

TWO
DINNER
BUFFETS

$5.99
coup.

$6.99

Espies 12/314/2

Medium
Gattl's Favorite
Gatti' DeWitt Vegetarian
Supper. or MeM Menial

$7.99...

present coupon
rootlet
LOOS 12/31/92

Origami Crust
Must present sampan
regsler
Empires 12/31/92

'Coupons not good wen any Wes special

-Coleman
Blalock
Funeral Home, Inc.
EfTicient, Dedicated Service

Modern Facilities

753-6800

713 South Fourth St.
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